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Board .of Trustees Fires 16 Teachers
Students Support Teachers

budget emerges intact from
State Legislative review.
Objections Obvious

by Mark Isenberg

In an extraordinary public session Monday night, the Kean
College Board ofTrustees passed
a resolution to dismiss six
teachers recommended by the

Vice President of Academic Affairs for tenure. The resolution,
passed 5-1 with John Kean the
lone dissenter, specified the six
would be given preferential consideration if next year's school

The session _ drew over 200
students and faculty members to
Downs Hall Dining Room I
following a rally in the Wilkins
Theatre sponsored by the Kean
College Federation of Teachers.
For three hours, Trustees heard
faculty and student statements of
support for the six other dismissals before considering the
resolution in private.
The six faculty members
denied tenure are Henry
Kaplowitz, Psychology; Kathleen Mittlesdorf, Fine Arts;
Bruce Reid , Biology; Angel ito

Sandoval, Meteorology; Sunday Ajose, Ed. Arts & Systems ancf
Janet Steig, Communication
Sciences.
Student Organization
President Dave Donaldson had
already planned an information
rallyfortodayat12:30p.m . inthe
College Center Snack Bar to
solicit student input to the State
Legislature on behalf of maintaining low tuition fees and
quality education. He urges all
students to write their district
assemblymen and senators in
defense of high education
programs.

1ndependenl
Tenured Faculty Next

The focus-on possible further

faculty cuts heightened by Kean
College President Dr. Nathan
Weiss. In a sharp exchange with
local American Federation of
Teachers union President Robert
Sitelman, he regretted the dismissals but warned "without
prudent action, tenured faculty
are next ." Sitelman had
attempted to delay Board action
on the dismissals for a week to
negotiate alternatives so that the
six teachers could be rehired in
case the college budget picture
was more encouraging in the
spring.
The evolution of these cuts
came at a time when other state
(Continued on back pa,:e)
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When the going
gets tough .. .

.. .the good gets fired .
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Kl" Mock Convention Planned
The 1976 Kean Mock Democratic Convention is now planning for three nights of political
fireworks next March. With assistance from political science
Professor Micheal Israel, student
chairman Randy Bury is soliciting
a major Presidential candidate to
deliver the keynote speech on

Garden, will be smaller, organizers hope to attract 500
delegates. A credentials committee chaired by Jerry Halpern
will accept interested students
from a number.of local colleges.
The convention , according to
Dr. Israel , "will serve as a learning experience in political
opening night, Monday, March bargaining strategy as each can15.
didate's entourage seeks
Convention sessions wilt begin delegate support for their
ar 7:30 p.m. in the Wilkins cause." A band will be hired to
Theatre and will culminate on St. play appropriate music but there
Patrick's Night with the is some question among the
nomination and selection of organizers whether a student
President and Vice-President. band could not be used instead
While the student enactment of of outside professionals.
the real thing, scheduled for
While the major Convention
early July in Madison Square work won't be done until March,

Cam-p us Police
Finally Get Guns

all Kean students are invited to
participate by calling Randy
Bury, 527-3801 or see Professor.
Israel in the Hutchinson Hall
Political Science office.
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·Run Off Needed
for Bargaining Agent
After last week's inconclusive
balloting a run off election is being held in the bargaining agent
elections this week.

Isaac Stern Sells Out .PTA
Virtuoso at Top Form
Isaac Stern, one of America's

ia the tails, tie or tux. His per-

great violinists honored Kean

forming style is also restrained .
Thii; seif-conv,;t,l
. lNm to

with a solo performance in the_
sold out TPA on December 5.
Great artists produce great

pour arr of hfs gf t rough that
blessed vessel, his violin.

events. Those who assembled in
the theatre last Friday heard a
musical representation of the
best of our civilization. The
seventy-five year old Stern is still
in top form his control never
wanting, his poise and manner
that of a man half his age_.
He has the style of a conventional and aristocratic classical
musician who never would trade

The scope of the repertoire in
the recital included works from
Bach's " G minor Sonata", to the
wild " Five Rumanian Folk
Dances·• by Bartok. This e lectric
mix also included Mozart's
" Rondo" as well as Schumann's
" Sonata #1 ' in A Minor" among
other pieces. Every selection
brought down the house.

The New Jersey State
Federation of Teachers did not
win the necessary absolute majority with 1335 votes or 48 per
cent statewide. The New Jersey
State Faculty Association (NJEA)
came in second with 1094 or 38
per cent statewide. The
American Association of University Professors won 291 votes or
10 per cent, 29 people voted for
no bargaining a11ent, and 87
ballots were chal\enged.
•••

n

:

1

..

said that he felt that the union
gained two thirds of the vote on
this campus. "The union should
have no trouble winning the run
off. The reality of the cutbacks
that hit this week might affect the
result in the favor of the AFT. If
anyone will be able to hold line
in the cutbacks it will be the
AFT."
A Faculty Association representative was not available for
comment.

The Basics Found Missing
(CPS)-When college students
were the academic elite of their
high school classes, college administrators and instructors assumed that entering freshmen
knew basic grammar and composition cold. Now with more
high school students going to
college and admissions standards at many schools loosening,
college administrators are
recognizing the existence of a
basic skills gap which handicaps
many college students.
Colleges and universities across the country are setting up
remedial programs to meet the
needs of students who find they
have never learned how to write
in complete sentences. Basic
ski lls programs are most
prevalent at two-year and community colleges, but the
problem has also surfaced at
On December 9, 1975, a Commissfoned Campus Police Officer was private four-year schools which
issued a police revolver in accordance with the weapons policy · have traditionally drawn the
cream of the high school crop.
adopted by the Board of Trustees at its October 21st public meeting.
At the University of South
The Officer's primary assignment was foot patrol -during the
hours of 6:00 p.m. through 2:00 a.m., in the vicinity of the academic Carolina (USC) where lower SAT
scores prompted a remedial
buildings and the Vaughn-Eames parking area.
It is now anticipated that additional commissioned campus police
grammar class called English 100,
officers will be issued police revolvers during the month of the admissions director blamed
December as they complete advanced firearms retraining. Even- the increasing po!ffilarity of
tually, all commissioned campus police officers serving on the coilege for decreasing
second shift (3:30 p.m. -11:30 p.m.) and the third shift (11:30 p.m. - proficiency in English skills. "A
broader segment of people tak7:30 a.m.) will be armed.

....

"';.

'.

. , ...._-.:

ing the test results in a broader
base of ability being measured,"
he said, referring toAhe' declining SAT scores.
The director of the English 100
program at USC called the
program '1a survival course" and
accused high schools of overemphasizing literature at the expense of grammar. "It isn't
always the students' fault that
they lack these skills," she said.
" Most students tell us that the
last time they had a grammar
review was the eighth grade."
Other university officials have
different explanations for the
under-educated
college
student. Jerome Weber, University College Dean at Oklahoma
University, attributed part of the
problem to the shifts in high
school goals from the three R's to
more social and personal
growth.
Others claimed it was a
problem unique to this
generation which was raised on
television and radio. Instructors
at the University of California
have reported that students in
their freshman English classes are
not proficient in even the fundamentals of grammar. The

remedial English or Subject A
supervisor argued that this
"illiteracy" was a "cultural
problem, as students in an electronic society have little chance
to acquire reading-writing
skills."
According to the director of
academic programs at UCLA, the
television society is to blame for
less educated college students.
"Students today are more verbal," he said. "They don't read.
They don rt have the written skills
they once did. They're TV
educated."
But a recent report in the
Christian Sdence Monitor holds
the whole college-oriented
society responsible for the lower
level of skills of incoming
freshmen . The report states that
many officials feel the reason for
the student skills gap is the fact
that the whole post-secondary
education system has become
much less elite.
This has been particularly true
in recent years when many
colleges
begun admitting
students who would not have
met the minimum qualitications
for admission several years ago
when the competition for
college space was fiercer.

n.ive
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Blue Cross, Blue Shield
Li ·berali_ze Regulations
I

New Jersey college and
university students will · be
among the beneficiaries of two
new
liberalized
regulations
recently introduced by Blue
Cross and Blue Shield.
The first, effective January 1,'
1975, and each year thereafter,
allows an unmarried dependent
child to be kept on a parental
contract until the end of the
calendar year in which the child
becomes 19. This replaces a
former rule that allowed a
dependent child to be covered
under a parent's contract only
until the end of the benefit
month the child became 19.
The second removes a regulation which limited enrollment
in the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Student program to semi-annual
enrollment periods. The action
permits eligible students to apply
at any time during the year.
" The purpose of the regulation concerning dependent
children," explained a Plans
spokesman, "is to eliminate con fusion over how long a dependent is covered under a parent's
contract through the implementation of a uniform cutoff
date. "
The new regulation automatically will become a part of all
Blue Cross and Blue Shield community-rated Family and Parent
and Child(ren) contracts. It is being offered as an option to experience-rated groups, those
with 100 or more subscribers that
purchase their own programs
tailored to their needs.
"Members of these large
groups should consult their
benefit booklets or the person
who handles the group's Blue
Cross and Blue Shield coverage,
to determine how long a dependent is co vered," said the
spokesman.
'
Concerning year-around enrollment for the Student program, the spokesman said, "it is
more in tune with today's
academic calendar. When we introduced the program in 1962
most college years were twosemester, one starting in the fall
and the other in the spring. Our
semi-annual enrollments coincided with that schedule.
"Today, students start school
at many different times of the
year and semi-annual enrollments no longer suit their needs.
We are pleased to liberalize our

regulations, in order to render
more meaningful service to the
young people of New Jersey and
their parents."
The Student program provides benefits similar to regular
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
coverage, but at a special rate
that is geared to the young age
and general good health o·f
students. The present combined cost- for Student Blue
Cross, Blue Shield and Joint
Rider J benefits is $21 .06 every
fhree months. Contracts are issued on an individual basis and
do not provide coverage for
dependents or obstetrical services. There are 40,000 students
currently in the program.
A New Jersey resident attending full-time an accredited
university, college, junior
college, trade school, business
school or hospital based school
of nursing or technology or a 19
year old high school student
coming off his parent's contracts is eligible to enroll, regard less of where the school is
located. Enrollment is also open
to non-residents who attend
such a school in New Jersey. Students who want to join
should write Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of New Jersey, 33
Washington
Street,
Newark
07102 or call (201) 456-3033.

KCNJ to Host Dance Company
_Kean College of New Jersey
will host ~ two and one half day
danceres1dencyofThePaulSansardo Dance Company of New
York City. On February 10th,
11th, and 12th! 1976'. The Pa~I
Sanasardo Dance Residency ~,II
feature ma st er classes, technrque classes, lecture-demonstrations, company classes, ·performing arts seminars, and will
conclude with the company's acclaimed production, " A Consort For Dancers", a choreography to the poetry of Anne
Sexton.

D YFS Battles Child Abuse

The New Jersey Division of
Youth and Family Services
(DYFS) has been selected by the
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) to
participate in a federally funded
national public awareness program to combat child abuse and
neglect, Ann Klein, Commissioner of the State Department
of Institutions and Agencies, announced.
According to Commissioner
Klein, the Division is one of 20
sites across the nation which will
receive technical assistance in
developing public awareness
programs to combat child abuse
and neglect that could include
TV and radio public service announcements, posters and other
forms of publicity.
"The selection of the Division
to participate in the program will
undoubtedly expand and improve our existing efforts to inform the public of our programs

to prevent or identify child abuse
and neglect and help both the
parents and the · children," said
James G. Kagen, director of the
Division. "We are delighted to
have been selected to participate and look forward to
working with HEW in seeking
new ways to combat the growing incidence of child abuse and
neglect."
Kagen said the number of protective services cases in New
Jersey has been rising steadily in
recent years. Such cases rose by
11 per cent in fiscal year 1974 and
by another 81 per cent in fiscal
year 1975.
The assistance program stems
from the federal 1974 Child
Abuse Prevention .and Treatment (Mondale) Law, which
created the National Center on
Child Abuse and Neglect as part
of HEW. It authorized the center
to provide technical assistance to
public and non-profit agencies

Helen Hayes Theatre and
throu_ghout the U.S. including
stops in New Orleans, Houston,
and at the Los Angeles Music
Center's Mark Taper Forum.
In addition to a touring
schedule, Prince Street Players
has become nationally acclaimed for their CBS specials of
"Pinocchio" , "Jack and the
Beanstalk", and "The Emperor's
New Clothes." In 1966, Prince
Street Players Ltd. and CBS
received a special Emmy Award

for the high quality of the5e
children 's theatre productions.
Tickets for the 11 A.M. and 1
P.M. performances at $1.00 may
be purchased by sending the
number of tickets, performance
time, and check (payable to Kean
College Development Fund), together with a stamped, self-dddressed envelope to: Office of
Community
Services,
Kean
College of N.J., Morris Avenue,
N.J . 07083.

W ork And Retain Social Security
People under 72 can work and
earn more and still get their
social security benefits starting in
January, according to Robert E.
Wil lwerth , social security district manager in Elizabeth, New
Jersey.

Correction
In last week's Independent,
m isinformation was reported
concerni ng the W riting and
Math Laboratory.
Mr. Robert Cirasa, director of
th e Writi n g and Math
Laboratory, has verified that the
tutors are p aid employes and are
not volunteers as previously re-

Mr. Sanasardo's approach to
dance is influenced by his sensitivitytotheinter-relatednessof
the arts. Since 1958 Paul Sanasardo has been teaching dance at
his own school in New York City.
He is talented, both as an educator, and as a dancer.
The Co-Curricular Program-

"In 1976 people can earn as
much as $2,760 and get their full
social security retirement or.survivors benefit," Willwerth said .
"The yearly earnings limit for
1975 was $2,520. The increase
keeps the amount in Ii ne with in-

Writing/Math Tutors
ported. These emplo)'.ees are
selected on the basis of faculty
recommendations.
The
graduates and honor roll undergraduates who are chosen come
close to professional help according to Mr. Cirasa.
The Independent regrets its
error.

ming Board and the Department of Recreation are able to
bring this exciting dance
residency to the Kean College
community through the ac(:J~isition of a National Endowment
for The Arts grant.
For more information call 5272045
·

Paul Sanasardo and his company are internationally recognized as one of the_world's foremost exponents of modern
dance. Since its inception in 1958
the company has taught, performed, and conducted residencies here and abroad . The com-·
pany has premiered thirty ballets
by Mr. Sanasardo and fifteen
ballets created by the Company's principle dancers. Many
of these works can be seen in the
repertories of dance companies
as renowned as the Alvin Ailey
Dance Theater. The Paul Sanasardo Dance Company will be
performing at New York's City
Center Downstairs from
December 2, 1975 to December
14, 1975.
Paul Sanasardo is inspiring as
an educator. Having been an accomplished painter and athlete,

Kids' Special to be Presented
The Kean College Children's
Theatre Series will present a
special Christmas show on Friday, December 26, featuring the
nationally known Prince Street
Players in "The Emperor's New
Clothes."
The Prince Street Players
organized as a professional
children's
theatre
company
eight years ago and began in a
Greenwich Village loft on Prince
Street. The ..ccimpany has performed on Broadway in the
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creases in general average
wages."
For earnings over $2,760 in
1976, social security benefits will
be reduced by $1 for every $2
earned. But no matter how much
people earn for the year, they
can get their full social security
benefit for any month in which
they neither can earn over $230
nor do substantial work in their
own business.
Different rules apply to disabled people who are getting
social security disability benefits. " And people 72 and over will
continue to get their full social
security benefits regardless of
earn ing~," -Willwerth noted.

to help them plan, improve,
develop and carry out programs
and activities relating to the
prevention, identification and
treatment of child abuse and
neglect.
Among the programscurrently offered by the Division to
help families in cases of child
abuse and neglect are day care
services; homemaking assistance; family planning; family,
job and personal counseling;
medical care; visits by a social
worker and lay therapists;
parents' hot Ii ne, and referral to
other services, if necessary.
To report a suspected child
abuse or neglected case, persons may call the Division's tollfree hotline (800-792-8610). State
law protects callers from any civil
or criminal prosecution arising
from the report. All reports are
held in strictest confidence and
callers may remain anonymous.

Livingston Taylor

&
David Bromberg
Tickets on sale
Mon., Dec. 15 - 1:40 p. m .

Spani sh Test
to be Give n
The Spanish Proficiency Placement Test will be offered on
Saturday, December 13, 1975 at
10:00 A .M. in the John Hutchinson Hall. Students interested in
taking this test will report to
Room J 203 in the John Hutchinson Hall at the time specified.
Those who have passed to exam successfully will be entitled
to get six credits, equivalent to
Spanish Intermediate I and 11,
provided that they have not
taken a more advanced course,
neither at this College nor at any
other College if they came as
transfer students .

State Abandons Education?
The New Jersey Education Association called for assurances
that the State is not going to
"abandon or decimate' ' public
higher education in New Jersey.
" We ask the Legislature to assure adequate funding of the
eight State Colleges and to reject
any requests that it pass laws
voiding existing contracts," NJEA
Executive Director Frederick
Hipp declared in a public statement.
Dr. Hipp's remarks were
prompted by an article claiming
that New Jersey's chancellor of
higher education seeks to limit
enrollment at the State Colleges, cut programs, and fire
faculty, and ask legislation voiding existing contracts governing

terms and conditions of staff employment.
" There could be no worse example of false economy," said
Dr. Hipp. "Over the past 15
years, the people of New Jersey
have voted bond issues to improve the size and quality of the
State Colleges. New Jersey is
finally capable of accommodating its college-age youth . A
return to the days when New Jersey sent its youth out of state
would renege on commitments
made by the electorate over the
years."
NJEA is urging the Legislature
to reform State tax-es and to
adopt a suitable broad-based
levy to finance public education
at all levels.'

The $2,520 figure applies to
earnings for 1975. People who
earn over $2,520 and get benefits must send a report on 1975
earnings to social security by April 15, 1976.
The social security contributions rate remains the same
in 1976-5.85 per cent of covered
wages contributed by employees
and employers; 7.9 per cent of
covered self-employed income.
The earnings and contributions base-the amount on
which social security contributions are made-will be the
first $15,300 of covered earnings

for the year, starting in January.
The 1975 base was $14,100.
Since benefit amounts are
based on average earnings
covered by social security, the
increase in the wage base means
·that people working now will be
entitled to higher payments
later.
Social security pays over $5½
billion a month in retirement,
disability, and survivors benefits
to over 31 million people. The
Social Security Administration is
an agency of the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.
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Midwife Gives Maternal Care
by Carmela Cavero, C.N.M.
Dir ect or, Nurse: Midwifery
Program
College of Nursing,
Medical Uni versit y of
South Carolina
Mention the words, nursemidwife, and most people stil l
t hink of a woman trudging al ong
a dirt road toward a lonel y shack
where she will deliver a baby b y
light of kerosene lamp.
Well, to paraphrase, we've
come a long wa y, baby, from thi s
fa ding image. The word
" midwife" mea.ns " w ith th e ·
woman" and that tradition
rightly remains. But the profession al skill s and educational
background of today's certified
nurse-midwife make her an important member of a hospital - or
clinic- based health care team .
Training more nurse-midw iv~ can lighten the caseload of
obstetri cians and gynecologists
by managing t he care of healt hy
w omen through the maternity
cycl e.
In Charleston we have begun a
nurse-midwife tra i ning program
at the Medical l,..J niversity of
South Carolina wit h the help of a
grant fro m t he March o f Dim es .
I n coo p e~at i o n wit h t h e
depa rtm ent of o bstet ri cs and
gynecology and t he college of
nursing, o ur curricu lum combines self-paced units of instruction wit h supervised clinical experience in both maternal and
infant health care.

Team Training

complete prenatal care, follow
the mother t hrough labor and
perform the delivery, and
provide postpartum care. Patient
education is another important
aspect of our program. This includes nutritional guidance,
courses on the stages of
pr e gn a ncy , -a nd
fetal
developm ent, and preparation
for childbirt h.

It's not only proud relatives who crowd around a nursery window.
Candace Duran, R.N. (center), a student in the nurse-midwifery
program at Medical University of South Carolina, joins program
director, Carmela Cavero, C.N.M. (right), and Sister Mary Norma
Pacenta, C.N.M., on morning rounds of the maternity floor. Certified
nurse-midwives are on 24-hour call for labor and delivery.

pregn an cy clinic, and a hom e fo r

Handicapped
A id the Retarder/
The. orga n izers of Hand- InHand, In c., an -all - volunteer
organizat ion working with _han dicapped people, have start ed to
formu l ate pl ans in o rder to con duct the 1976 festival for th e
mentall y reta rded citizens o f
New Je rsey.
The festival , scheduled i o r
May 22, 1976, will be held on th e
ca mpus of Middl esex Count y
Co ll ege in Edi son, N.J ., the sit e o f
th e 1975 festi va l.
This yea r' s festi va l dir ect or,
John Ur, announ ced that David
Bi xe l, th e 1975 festrva l director,
and Jack Fusco, th e 1975 fund
ra isin g co -dire ct or w oul d be th e
assi stant di rectors.
In spea king of th e fes ti va l , :'v\r.
Ur pointed out " th e beaut y of
the festival lies in th e fact th at on
one day out of the year , the
retarded citizens of ou r state are
treated as o ur specia l guests. The
day is set aside sim ply fo r their
enjoyme nt. The games, food ,
musi c, and ot her activiti es not
on ly b rin gs a smile to the faces of
ou r g uests, b ut leaves us all feeling good."
Hand- In- H and is a nonprofit
organization which started two
years ago with a fes.tiva l at St.
Josep h ' s H ig h Sc h oo l in
Met uchen, N.J. In add it ion to the
fest iva l, H and- In - Hand in cl udes
in its acti vit ies a special p rogram
to e nr ich the lives of th e
resident s of Woodbrid ge State
Schoo l, a volun teer refera l, and
the fu nd in g of recreat i o nal
program s in conju nction wit h
the N.J .A. R.C. and ot hers.
Fo r fu rther info rmat io n, contact th e Hand-In- Hand office at
145 Plai nfi eld Road, Metuchen,
N.J. 088J , o r call (201) 985-7733.

Meeting Needs
The role of the collegeeducat ed nurse-midwife takes
on special si gnificance in a state
like South Carolina, where we
have a hi gh infant mortality rate
and areas where there is an acute
s~oitage of doctors and other
professional health care personnel.
By training nurse-midwives to
bring those services needed by a
woman and i nfant for healthy
outcome of
pregnancy to
understaffed areas, we will help
improve delivery of maternal
and infant health care where
they are needed most.
We teach our students how to
respond to both the physical and
emotional needs of the mother.
In order to guide a woman
through pregnancy, labor, and
delivery, we not only need to
know what is normal, but what
signals a risk to mother or baby.
At the first sign of complications,
we call in the obstetrician.
At University Hospital we see
clinic patients and private
patients whose obstetricians
have told them of our services. It
"is up -to the woman to deci de if
she wants our care, provi ded, o f

course, her pregnancy is entirely
normal.
At the satellite di nics, a
number of women now seek
regular prenatal care. The
professional or health attention
we provide spares them traveling
75 or 80 miles to Charleston for a
regular visit. All patients who go
to satellite di nics are delivered at
the hospital. This ensures a
patient's access to the modern
facilities that are her best
guarantee of a healthy delivery.
And if there are complications,
mother and baby are protected
by physicians and nurses who
specialize in intensive care
techniques. _

Follow-up Care
After the baby is born, we con tinue to see mother and infant at .
postpartum visits. Durin g thi s
time, the mother may have
problems that we can help her
with, either directl y, or through
referrals to ot her health and
social services. Since famil y planning is a major concern, w e give
her the information she needs in
this area as well.
lfnurse-m i dwives have com e a
long wa y, we still ha ve a long w ay
to go. And we 're anxious to go
the d istance.

-llad1e /haek-

The students, all registered
nurses, work with our nursemidwife faculty at University
Hospital, two satell ite health
depart ment cli n ics in o utlying
ru ra l distri cts, an ado lesce nt
single mothers.
In South Carolina, a nursemi dw ife is legall y and prof essionall y quali fi ed to ad mi nister

Since we believe very strongly
in family-centered maternity
care, we invite the woman 's husband, or any otlier person she
chooses, to come with her to
prenatal visits so we can discuss
any questions they have. If they
wish to be together during labor
and delivery, we ask them to
attend our c hildbirth education
cl asses.

\1

REAL1sT1c®_HAS
ADEAL

FORYOU!

II

SAVE

s457s

Components Sold
Separately . . .

245.75

Do n't miss th is great starter stereo system ' You
get our STA-15 AM -FM stereo receiver, Nova-10
headph ones. Real ist ic LAB 12-C changer w ith base
and $12 .95 va lue magnetic cartrid ge and two
Solo-1 wa lnut veneer bookshelf spea ke r systems .
What a dea l fo r $199 ' There 's on ly one place you
can find it
Radio Shack .

cunnc{fr
At Rad io Shae ~

re i

MtiM
B•••A• IR ICAAO

C:ttM

M ost i tems a l s o ava11;, b lc

at R adio Shac k Oe.-,ile ro;
LOOJ,,, f or t hi s •u f!: n
1n you r ne,,i:hbo r nOOd

MA TANDY COR PORATION COMPANY

PRI CES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORE S
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Editorial
Be it resolved that the Board not expand the list of those individuals to be reappointed.
The Board will carefully monitor the Kean fiscal situation and will present and argue
the case for full funding at Kean College. Those faculty whose non-reappointment is
based in whole or in part on budget and/or enrollment considerations shall be given
every preferred opportunity for continued employment at Kean College, subject to
the legal considerations of Affirmative Action.

There was a lot of fear and anger expressed in Downs Hall Monday night. At
the Board of Trustees public session, six faculty members recommended tor
tenure were not included among those to be retained next fall. While the
Board announced these six would be given preferential consideration, should
next year's budget permit, only trustee John Kean opposed the layoffs ..
Depending upon one's perspective, these cuts hold different meanings. To
the tenured faculty, it represents a threat to academic freedom as they realize
budgetary constraints overshadow quality education. Many students who
spoke so eloquently about the teaching effectiveness of their instructors may
perceive the Board action as an evasion of responsibility.
Clearly, at no previous time in what is almost a two year struggle to maintain
fiscal stability has this campus been made so aware of New Jersey' s higher
education plight. The real danger in what has happened is that you the student,
who doesn't have a respected teacher leaving or you the faculty member, who
is still here in a department that was not affected by non-reappointments will
not react.
Students nor faculty live in an ivy tower utopia. There are many students here
who really do struggle to continue their education. However what will happen
on the day that a commuter student rushes from work to school and can't find a
seat in the classroom? What happens when that student has few.e r courses to
select in a department because a qualified teacher could not be afforded?
What happens if one day we realize Kean College is a nice place to visit but
nobody learns?
This is clearly the time for students to ask the question we have avoided for so
long WHAT CAN WE DO TO _HELP SAVE THE ACADEMIC QUALITY OF KEAN
COLLEGE? While most administrators would urge you to support a state income tax, there are many citizens in this state, where the median income is
$10,000, opposed to it. Can we even be certain an income tax would solve our
problems; after all wasn't the Lottery money earmarked for higher education?
Many educators are pointing a finger at Higher Education Chancellor Ralph
Dungan and lab_eling him the architect of collegiate dismantlement. The
Chancellor points a finger at the State Senate which in July was two votes shy in
its fifth effort to pass some form of income tax. Andrew Lupton of the PostSecondary Commission on Financing Higher Ed. warns that maybe many N.J.
students attend out of state schools because of the inferior quality of state
schools.
.
Yes; Vince and Virginia, Santa Claus will spare us a tuition increase next_
semester but wait till you see the surprise pa·ckage in store for us next fall if additional revenues are not available in July. And how do you feel when one of
our top administrators says that student power is minimal because only 30'X, of
those enrolled are registered voters?
Right now, the issue is finding money to retain the six distinguished faculty
members dismissed. A letter to your State Senator and Assemblyperson or a
personal visit to their district office may be valuable if you believe they are
ultimately responsible for the ongoing problems.
If it is still Thursday morning as you read this, you might want to check out an
information meeting in the College Center snack bar at 12:30 p.m. where
Student Organization President Dave Donaldson will explain what else can be
done. If we as students let final exams and the end of semester vacation block
our efforts to act in a manner that will help maintain the elusive concept of
quality education here, then we had better accept whatever is offered to us
next fallwhhout complaint. Those of you who are still confused as to the missing panacea had better stop talking to yourself and instead talk to the stranger
in the next seat; if only for your own good.
Mark Ise nb erg
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about this but as far as I know n·o
action has been taken.
Yours Truly,
Agnes Hardy

Dear Editor,
I appreciate the fact that administration in this school has
decided to open up an airport in
the College Center. As I sit in the
" new" Sloan Lounge waiting for
my flight, I am distressed that I
won't be taking off for another
three and one half years.
Dan Hirschberg

Schlueter
Rooter

No

Class
Dear Editor,
As a taxpayer and an adult
student in the Evening School at
Kean College I am voicing my
objection to the absentee rate of
the Professors. We pay their
salaries and they should show up
-or give a good reason why they
aren't at classes. I can see cutting
classes short in time but not
showing up at all.
Mrs. Straus who teaches
Theories of Personalities on
Thursday nights in Hutchinson
Hall at 7 :30 has not been in class
for five weeks and when the
students call in they are told the
class is scheduled and when they
get there she never appears. Her
treatment of the students is bad
enough but not to let them know
when they come long distances
is unforgiveable.
Another is a Mr. Askew (SP) on
Wednesday nights who teaches
Mental Measurements in the
same building same time. He has
not been in for three weeks,
claims he is on ·a lecture tour
came in last week and will not be
in this week. These are graduate
courses, and as far as I am
concerned both these people
should be fired. We don't pay for
empty classrooms and absentee
teachers.
Dean Longacre and Dean
Hazleton have both been called

Dear Editor,
Upon entering college, many
students find themselves very
apprehensive. They wonder how
it is going to be entering a new
school, trying to make new
friends, and wondering if the old
stereotype of college professors
is true. In our case we were a little more apprehensive than the
other incoming freshmen .
Being ex-servicemen, . we
decided to start our college
··:areers three years late. We
chose Kean College because we
heard nothing but good things
about the school and especially
the faculty . We enrolled for
summer session of 1975 under
the Veteran 's Identity Program
(V.I.P.) and were told we must
take English Composition. Not
doing much writing we were
1-.:,th somewhat fearful of taking
tnis subject. We were assigned to
a class with all veterans, and the
professor was Doctor Paul
Schlueter. From the first day Dr.
Schlueter went out of his way to
lose the tension in the classroom, and stressed the fact that
although we had all been out of
school for years, that with a little
effort we could do as well or
better than any other students.
He taught the class as informally
as possible, but never once came
close to losing control of the
class. He was always patient in
correcting our mistakes, and using his own time in helping us express our thoughts on paper.
When we needed advice on
what subjects to take during the
fall semester, he was there to
give us advice and when we were
on the verge of quitting school ,
he wa{ there to tell us how im(Continued on page 5)
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portant college would be for us.
Now we find that Dr. Sehl ueter
has lost his bid for tenure and
may not be back .next year. We
feel that if Kean College loses
Dr. Schlueter, that they will be
losing not only an excellent
English professor, hut also a
good friend .
They say that first impressions
are lasting, and Dr. Schlueter
gave both of us a very good impression of the faculty of Kean
College. If Dr. Schlueter is
allowed to leave we leave no
alternative but to think that Kean
College chooses its faculty based
on something more than .
dedication and ability. The loss
of Dr. Schleuter to Kean College
will be a big plus to the next
school he teaches in, but we
hope with all our heart that we
will find Dr. Schlueter back at
Kean College for many more
years .
Bob Moore
Stanley V. Cichowski, Jr.

Job ·Well
Dunn
by Jimi Bell Ill

In an ever increasing attempt
to give credit when and wherever it is due, we feel it's most important to mention the achievements .of the recently formed
Black Theatrical Production
Company, People With Good
Intentions, the production company which pe(formedso superbly last Thursday, Friday and
Satu(day to a sold out house.
Their latest production,
"Ceremonies in Dark Old Men"
by Lonnie Elder 111 came off
beautifully much ·to the surprise
of more than a few. Since I've
been following this particular
company with more than a fleeting interest I' m quite aware of
their talents and . capabilities
especially since their excellent
production of "He's My
Brother" last semester which was
also sold out. I'm also, as most of
the Black community is, aware of
the hassles and red tape that
they've been put through by Student Activities and other skeptics
who thought black theatre
couldn't survive on this campus.
Well they were wrong then and
they're wrong now becaus~ it is
blossoming like a black orchid in
the jungle, it's her.e to stay with a
lot of help from concerned black
students, with a dream and good
intentions, and very little help
from the drama department

which seemed to be just as skeptical or afraid as everyone else
who might have been of some
help. Now maybe after five solq
out performances they'll stand
up and take notice. Just maybe
after talking with Ms. Ali Reynold who is in charge of the production company She gave me
the inside story on her dream
that Newark State would one day
have a Black Theatrical Com·pany. We also discussed the
product'ion's cast accomplishments against insurmountable
odds and what they did that no
other group of individuals felt
was possible, especially with the
almost non-existent help they
got.
But as they say in every storm
there's a little ray of sunshine and
that ray came from Ms. Peggy
Dunn of the drama department
who was the only one who had
enough guts to back and work
with a group of blacks who
wanted to accomplish something while everyone else played
skeptics. She gave of her time
and herself to make this dream
come true to all of the blacks on
the Newark State campus. And
for that Ms. Dunn, thank you;
People With Good Intentions
thank you and the black community as a whole is indebted to
you for what you did without
· looking for any recognition
whatsoever, that I'd say was class.
Especially in this time of strife
and racial turmoil, it's good to
see someone who is into other
people other than themselves.

From all of us we all sincerely appreciate what you did for our little dream.
May God Truly
Bless Credit only ·
Where Credit is Due
Jimi Bell Ill
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This is in reply to Joe Suliga, Jr.'s Op-Ed of December 4th, 1975.
The question of societal ethics has puzzled philosophers and sociologists since humanity began civilized cultures. It seems to me rather
presumptuous to want to force one fixed set of ethics or morality on a
given society. People change. They either grow or stagnate. Never do
they remain exactly the same, in a stasis. When a people, a society,
changes, its ethics must also change, for they will, in some way, have
become outmoded. As you say, if a society cannot justify its morality,
then that society is in deep trouble.
To adhere rigidly to a code excluding pre-marital sex, because said
code makes that act immoral and/or illegal, is not the way to solve the
problems the act creates. Those problems, I feel, result from individuals
who are unable to handle the responsibility springing from pre-marital
sex. During the late sixties, we were called "the permissive society" and
"the promiscuous society." A more appropriate term might be "the
confused society." People were waking up to the fact that the'pleasure
of sex, indeed, all pleasure, was not something inherently evil. Those
people were testing their discoveries, many 'to excess, whereby the
problems arose. Those same problems are present today as more people
test their own personal boundaries. To hold out a staff of morality, and
beat people away from those boundaries with that staff, will create more
problems than it solves.
You say, to the two directly involved, the lovers, pre-marital sex tends
to create a feeling of possessiveness and mistrust. Somehow, you see
marriage as the only way to reconcile those feelings. Two points must be
made here. First, the very word "tends" says that there are those, few
though they may be 1 who will not experience these feelings. The truly
adult individuals can rise above those feelings. Your code of ethics
would senselessly bind those individuals. Second, there is always more
than one way to accomplish anything. That is part of the wonder of being the rational animal called human: that we can posit different means
to the same end. We have imagination. Don't ask us to confine that
imagination with artificial laws and customs.
"The welfare of tbe child that may be conceived must be taken into
consideration." True. The possibility of child-birth is a serious one, Also
true that pre-marital sex does not include any legal 9r moral obligations
enforcable by outside means. By this I mean outside the two lovers.
Ultimately, obligations must come from within, not without, onhey are
as good as meaningless. An individual decision must be made as to the
possibility of birth control. If birth control is practiced, as i-t will be by any
couple who have seriously considered their actions, there will be no
child, no outside obligation. If the couple is against birth control for
religious reasons, they' should also be against pre-marital sex for the
same reasons. If they are not, they are hypocrites.
A major portion of your editorial defends the family unit. That family
unit is more flexible than you think. You say advocating pre-marital sex
not only advocates the destruction of the family unit, but also advocates
a world-wi_de policy of pre-marital sex on the basis that if it is good for
one society, it will be good for .another. Your entire sixth paragraph,
which I have just paraphrased, is a logical fallacy. You are takirig individual decisions and applying them to group situations. You cannot
logically say that advocating pre-marital sex is advocating the dis- ,
colution of the family structure. You cannot logically say that the concepts of "sister, brother, father, mother" would be terminated. There
are too many variables to make such statements.
We are all individuals. Contrary to John Donne, each man, or woman,
is an island. We rest in a sea of our own minds. We must be able to make
our own decisions. Appointing someone to make them for us is f~olishness. Allowing someone to decide for us without being able to question
or reject that decision is dictatorship. Your statement" ... only through
matrimony ... people find the greatest sexual enjo'yment" is a sweeping
generalization. If we accept, without challenge, without hope of
change, this generalization, we are destroying our individualities. Matrimony may be a bond, but it is by no means sacred. It is a bond from an
outmoded, patriachal society that uses it to keep women subservient to
"their" men. Back in that age of the "confused society," we went
through a lot of awakening and consciousness-raising. We are, unfortun·ately, beginning to take those revelations for granted already, and
are thus forgetting or neglecting them.
I am not advocating world-wide promiscuity. This poor planet is over-populated enough as it is. I am advocating free access to pre-marital sex
to those who think they are ready to handle it. Many will realize, too late,
that they are not as adult as they thought. But if we may not learn by our
mistakes, how else may we grow?
Very sincerely,
Christopher Jarocha
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I'd Rather Be Right
By Fr. Philip
Merdinger
Last week I shared in a class in
which I was able to speak about
religion, my own in particular. It
went well; there was an active
interchange among many of us
about faith, and especially about
Christian faith and a life centered
in Jesus. There was a healthy
skepticism about the claims of
faith and a distrust about the
notion of commitment. It seems
that we are so used to expecting
instant results from our efforts
a'n d there's such an emphasis on
having experiences which require no commitments that it's
hard to be open to religious encounters that don't threaten our
collective sense of self.
Jesus shared with many people
who were not sure about their
futures. Nicodemus came at
night, for fear of being seen, and
his encoµnter with the Lord took
a few years to be worked
through. Many people experienced God 's love at Jesus'
hands, yet never appear in the
Gospels. Still , their encounter
was considered important
enough t , be preserved and
written down ye,ars later in the
Gospel accounts. Biography was

By Ralph Splendorio
There's a unique logic among
a non-essential item in early
proponents of military aid to IsChristianity, yet it would be
rael. One wonders if · the
unreasonable to suppose that all
politicians are worried about the
those people Jesus touched and
Jewish vote rather than the surhealed during his journeys simvival of Israel. The intent is inply disappeared without later
consequential since the effect is
becoming part of the Christian
the same : American arms for Iscommunity.
rael. American arm shipments to
What I think can happen is that
Israel are rationalized substanwe can leave ourselves open to
tiated in a variety of ways. One
Jesus' coming into us, we can exlogic stems from the military
pect something to happen.
needs for Israel 's existence. It is
Without expectation, nothing
said that Israel is surrounded by
ever happens.,As the·f_amous "9th
hostile Arab nations bent on IsBeatitude" says: Blessed is the
one who expects nothing, for . rael's destruction. Since Israel is
outmanned and supplied, it is
he/s he shall not be disapimperative that the United States
pointed! In the Christian calensupply the Israelis with superior
dar, it's Advent-time, a time to
technology in order to deter furexpect a coming of Jesus. He
ther Arab attacks. This logic
comes especially to heal, restore,
seems sensible. Country A will
reconstruct us in the innermost
not attack Country B if Country B
private self. He comes to offer a
is superior or can inflict
radical hope that is the result of
unreasonable casualities on
being loved, the hope springing
Country A.
from a personal encounter with
If only those proponents of a
Jesus. As always, we find
strong Israel would be as
someone through someone.
concerned for America's military
Jesus is the someone. If you want
capabilities. Each year poverty,
him enough, his body will come
sickness, and starvation in India
to you in another person. Once
are blamed on America's
the introduction has been made,
defense budget. If only a few
you can experience him for
billion were cut from the
yourself. Come and Seel

defense budget and placed into
some federal giveaway program,
a segment of our social ills would
go away. The fact is that in real
terms America 's defense budget
has been declining annually
while the social welfare proportion of the federal budget has
grown disproportionately.
The USSR, according to mid1975 data, is ahead of the United
States in most ·major strategic
areas. The Soviets' total of Intercontinental Ballistic Missles, sub
launched Ballistic Missles,
strategic bombers, sub launched
long range cruise missles, mobile
icbm's was 3,524 while the
United States' was 2,208. The
Soviet Union ·Ieads the United
States in major surface combatant ships and submarines 546
to 291, tanks 40,000 to 9,000, armoured personnel carriers and
fighting vehicles 30-40,000 to
22,000, artillery 15-20,000 to
6,000, heavy mortars 5-10,000 to
3,000. The Soviet Union also
leads the United States in
strategic defensive weapons
12,514 to 532, defense expenditures and military manpower,
approximately 4 million to 2
million. The Soviet Union is also
showing good grace by in-
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Students Please Held Us!
The Independent is taking a survey on campus of the
ten men and women in the world admired most by Kean
College Students today. So, on the following lines, please
list at least two and no more than five well known men
,and / or women you admire in the fields of entertainment
(music, theatre, movies), sports, society or politics.
Examples: Elton John, Gloria Steinem, Henry Kissinger, Billie Jean King

Imagine an order of 22,000 priests and brothers in 73
countries around the world. (That's a pretty big family.)
But that's what the Salesians of St. John Bosco are all
about - a large family of community-minded men dedicated
to the service of youth. (And no one gets lost.)
In the 1800's a chance meeting between a poor
priest and a street urchin served to create a movement of such
success that it is still growing today. Don Bosco became the
priest who brought youth back from the streets - and
back to God.
He reasoned that a program of play, learn and pray would
make useful citizens of the world . He crowded out evil with
reason, religion and kindness in a (what was then unhearrf of)
atmosphere of family spirit.
The ideals of St. John Bosco are still with us today. His
work goes on ill boys clubs, technical and academic schools,
guidance centers, summer camps and missions. And his very
human approach is very evident in the family spirit of the
Salesians. This is the way he wanted it. This is the way it is.
The Salesian experience isn't learned - it's lived.
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For more information about Salesian Priests and
Brothers, mai l this coupon to:

I SFathaerlJeo•esp:,·as.on.Bs.
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Filors Lane , West Haverstraw, N.Y. 1-0993
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After completing this ballot, please tear out this ques-tionnaire and drop it off in the special mailbox outside
the newspaper office in th ..:: student center. Responses
will be taken for the rest of this semester and at the
beginning of the spring - semester. Tabulations of this
survey will be published, along with a similar poll taken
of the Kean College faculty, in the Independent in February .
Thank you for your help!
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valving itself in African Angola
and Portugal. These words are attributed to Soviet leader
Brezhnev in Pravda, August 22,
1973:
" Peaceful coexistence does
not mean the end of the struggle
of the two world powers. The
struggle between the proletariat
and the bourgeoise, between
world socialism and imperialism
will be waged right up to complete and final victory of communism on a worldwide scale."
If the military statistics described above existed between
Israel and the Arab states with Israel representing the United
States and the Arabs Russia, all
hell would break loose. As soon
as the first te'l evision camera
could be turned on even the
most liberal of congressmen
would appear as a war hawk. I can
almost hear the cries for
congressional investigations into
America's 1ack of concern for Israel.
America is being drugged by
detente. Its defensive reflexes
are down and . it is in need of
immediate medical care. Maybe
the only answer is to be annexed
by Israel and ask them for
military aid.

Day
By Janice Marshall
The women's musical fraternity Sigma Alpha Iota, Zeta Zeta
Chapter Phi Rovence of Kean
College hosted the biggest
musical event of the year Provence Day. This is when all of
Ihe chapters in a Provence
get together for a day of musical
events, guest speakers, recital,
luncheon, awards given out, and
a meeting at the close of the day.
We (Zeta, Zeta Chapter) chose
" A Salute to American Music" as
our theme. The day started out
with registration with coffee and
danish which were given by Central N.J. Alumni Chapter. Professo r Golub, Chairman of the
music department of Kean
College gave the welcoming
speech. Following the speech
was a recital given by S.A.I. sisters
of the different chapters. After
the recital S.A.I. was fortunate
enough to have Miss Marcia
Baldwin
accept
honorary
membership. Miss Baldwin is a
tvjetropolitan Opera singer. She
entered the Met in 1963 as a
mezzo soprano and in 1973 she
made her soprano debut as Lisa
in Tschaiskovsky's " Pique
Dame." She appeared in the
1972-73 opening production of
"Carmen."
Guest speaker for the convention was Ms. Misket Airth. Ms.
Ai'rth , Associate Producer in
charge of ABC's AM America,
has received two Emmy Awards
for close-up documentaries. A
luncheon followed in the Town
and Campus Restaurant where
we honored certain outstanding
members of the Provence. Mrs.
Geraldine Sims received ·the
highest award, the " Ring of Excellence," and Mrs. Donna
Heiken , Provence VicePresident received the Rose of
Honor.
On the whole the d-ay proved
to be a success for all.
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plastic in M & M red and yellow
of near-dayglo intensity. They
are hollow, and make a very
satisfying sound when pounded
on . But they are also uncomfortable, being solid plastic
with no cushions.
Replacing the ugly, but
functional , cylindrical garbage
cans with terra-cotta ashtrays was
a decidedly poor move. If people
are to be taught to throw their
trash away, the nearest cans can-

one atop two others. This act of
furniture
rearrangement
sparked an argument as to the
right of the students to place
public property, no matter how
bad it is, in a position of potential
destruction or damage. Hotline's
Tom O'Donnell stopped by long
enough to shake his head sadly
and return the controversial
chair-piece to the floor.
Unfortunately, no matter how
poor Sloan 's present condition,

Sloan Lounge now has the character of a bus terminal

We Used to Have another One
But It Vanished Mysteriously
a review of Sloan Lounge by Chris Jarocha
It was thr ee o' clock last Thursda y afternoon. An inform al
group gathered for what might
be c alled an unoffi c ial
dedication of the " new" Sloan
Lounge. For two days previously,
workmen had laid self-sticking
carpet squares over the tile floor
and moved in four-seat chair
modules and ashtrays. Curious
students, most of them frequent
occupants of Sloan, came to test
the new facilities .
"Facilities" is the proper word
to describe the renovated
lounge. It carries a chill feeling
with it , suggesting a complete
lack oi planning for the in-

d ividual.
Bathrooms
and
Cafeteria kitc hens are facilities .
Now, so is Sloan Lounge. Some
mysterious staff member in the
Department of College Planning
must seek out those places the
student body seems to favor and,
in what is either a misguided gesture of benevolence or an outright destructive action, " improve" them to the point where
they lose all character.
This is in keeping, apparently,
with some arcane policy of the
college that, also, earlier this
year, turned the halls of the
Student Center into facimilies of
hospital corridors and painted

the doors and woodwork the
new official institutiona l colors
of red, yellow, and brown . That
same color scheme (emphasis on
the word " scheme") is repeated
in the lounge furnishings . Mil.k
chocolate brown carpet squ.;ires,
of what appear to be pseudoMohair synthetic fibers, suggest
a vast Through the Looking-Glass
checkerboard.
We become
mere pieces in the game.
An odd, but comfortable, assortment of chairs, benches, and
tables have been replaced with
ugly modular furniture. These
chair-modules are molded in
one piece out of indestructable

not be placed twenty-five feet
from the room. Within one hour
after they were filled to the brim
with sand, they were also filled
with milk cartons, coffee cups,
and copies of this paper by frustrated students who couldn' t
find a trash can.

Comments on the renovated
lounge were in abundance.
Students registered expressions
of shock, disgust, and humor as
they walked into Sloan. The
once-beloved lounge was
likened to train stations, airport
terminals,
doctors'
waiting
rooms, and Howard Johnson restaurants. The furniture resembled kiddy toys and sand pails,
according to one student. Mr.
Robert Cirasa, of the Math and
Writing Lab, said, "This has the
potential to become really ugly
some day." Twice. Dr. Gunnar
Urang, of the English
Department, noted that schlock
was an attempt to substitute style
for quality, quoting Pirsig's Zen
and the Art
Maintenance.

of

Motorcycle

The most dramatic comment
came from two Sloan regulars
who, learning how light and easy
to lift the modules were, placed

we are stuck with it. Driven out
of the Snack Bar by the infestation of fraternity and sorority
groups, where else are we " free
agents" to go for some friendly
talk? The Little Snack Bar/ TV
lounge is too close to the noise of
the Pub, the same situation that
renders the Pub unsuitable also.
The library is for studying. The
Commons of Willis, Bruce, and
Hutchinson Halls are just as bad
as the new Sloan.
I have fond memories of Sloan
Lounge as it existed two years
ago: quiet, closed-in, and as
comfortable as anything. One
could sit or sleep or read or write
or draw or talk or listen to WNSC.
Coffeehouses were intimate.
Not any more. Sitting in Sloan
now, with its new " open air"
look, makes one feel on display.
In a conversation totally
unrelated to Sloan, Greg Stier
made the most pertinent
comment. He had been quoting
the Firesign Theatre, and the
lines he chose summ@d up
perfectly my feelings on this new
lounge . They are from Nick
D;anger and theyheadthis article.
What has happened to the old
Sloan Lounge?

Coffee House... Behind the Microphones
By Loretta Bolger

Ideally, a coffee house . performer should do his set at
around ten o 'clock in the
evening, whe n the audience is at
its most recepti ve , bein g in that
short-lived state between
warmed up a nd worn out. Obviously this is not feasible for all
musicians, since someone has to
be at the beginning and
someone at the end ; hence, the
performer is thrust into a game
of coffee h o use roulette. Last
Thursday, at the Kea n College
Coffee House, I playe d th e odds
and lost.
At about 8:45, while I was out
in the hall p ull ing together a set

wildly. "They wanted a dynamic
performer to start the show ..
.but they couldn 't find one, so
they picked me." That statement
got a few giggles, and the buzzing grew louder until finally in
desperation I tried the old
sympathy bit. " I haven't had a
chance to practice," I told the
crowd, and then verified it by
striking a sour chord. I looked up
and found that half the people
were engrossed in conversation
and the other half seemed to be
in a coma . Stifling an impulse to
hurl my guitar at a guy who was
yawning, I struck another chord,
a better one, and plunged into
" Anticipation," a · standby of

did and some of them didn't.
Barto_n, evidently
prompted by the lack of response to his fine music, gave the
crowd a taste of its own medicine
by devoting several minutes to
staring blankly at the audi e nce.
Renee, on the other hand, captivated
the
som e wh a t
diminfshed group late r in th e
evening with a se ries of lovely
classical songs .
The audience, although not by
any means rude , w a s
thoughtless. They unt hinkin gly
conversed while people we re
trying to sing or speak, and th ey
often seemed reluctant to applaud. And yet they did not
Mike

2

0
A delicious Sirloin Steak
plus
golden brown French Fries
plus
I frosty -pitcher of beer
plus
all the salad you want to make.

the audience though not rude is thoughtless

Steak, pitcher of beer and more. Now only $3.95.
for later in the evening, I felt a
tap on my shoulder and heard
the ominous words: "We're
ready to begin and we need
someone to play a few songs."
With a resigned nod I headed
toward the stage, waited while
the microphones were adjusted,
and then seated myself.
"Hello," I began, receiving a
few grunts of acknowledgment
for my trouble. I was silent for a
moment, scanning the lounge
for familiar faces and ransacking
my brain for something, anything out of my repertoire. The
crowd buzzed and I cleared by
throat, wishing that I could
somehow produce a rabbit and a
top hat.
"Being first is a shit position," I
blurted out. More grunts and an
understanding nod from a girl in
front. Maybe a little humor
would win them over, I thought

mine. As I heard my rather loud.
voice fill the room, drowning out
the chatter, I became somewhat
encouraged, and I was further
heartened by the sight of a few
more people filtering. in. But
only the moderate applause at
the end of my song dismissed by
suspicion that someone had
dumped a few bottles of valium
into the coffee machine.
I did four songs and then said
my goodbyes, retreating to the
back to watch the other per- .
formers and hope that they
would fare better. Some of them

appear
dissatisfied.
Several
members of the audience, in
fact, voiced their appreciation
privately.
To anyone who enjoys performing, the coffee house is a
worthwhile place to share one's
music, if only for the handful of
people who take genuine
pleasure in listening to music.
My only advice is: (1) check to
see that the microphones are
working properly and (2) make
sure that you have a sound ego
structure before you perform ?on't test it out on stage.

Next Coffee House
Feb 4
.

,.

Sunday through Thursday, with this ad.or your college I.D.

EMERSONSan

Cocktails, wine and beer available.

Princeton - 3321 Route 1 Brunswick Pike - 452-8850
New Brunswick - Junction of U.S. 1 & 18 - 249-6800
Asbury Park - At the Circle (Routes 35 & 66) - 775-6400
Union - 2520 U.S. Highway 22 - 687-4330
West Orange - 615 Northfield Avenue

(at Pleasant Valley Way) - 731-2100
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Photo by Mike Rak owski .

Art prof. Douglas Tatton. In the I
tributions to the exhibition.

The artistry on these pages was the handiwork of several Kean Fine Arts Professors. Above: "A Neat Little
Bundle" by Robert Coon.

Photo by Mike Rak ow;ki.

Untitled watercolor by H

Untitled piece by Jack Cornish. The collection of Faculty art can be seen in the Vaughn-Eames Gallery,
now through December 23.

Photo by Mike Rakowski.

This, as you might have guessed, is a wingnut foot stool, designed and
built by Stuart Topper.

This is the platform outside Hutchi
the chewing gum off the top of t
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Photo by Mike Rakowski.
ckground is one of his con-

Ph o to b y Mike Rakowski

The NEW AND IMPROVED Sloan Lounge, complete with modern chairs and a peel n' stick car~et.

to by Mi e Rakowski.
scomb Ill.

P o to y Sun g "Joe" Kan g
Part of the crowd that gathered at the Board of Trustees Monday. They were there to protest the firing of six teachers.

Photo b y Mik e Rakowski.
nson Hall. It is being used to scrape
he entrance.

Ph o to by Sung "Joe" Kang

The Boa~d of Trustees, who announced the firing of the teachers. More on page 1.
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GENE RODDENBERRY:
the other side of the Trek
by Frank Bolger &
Chris Jarocha

Photo b y Pe te Fa gone

"Gene Roddenberry, creator and producer of the ever popular Star
Trek."

One Flew Over
the Cuckoo's Nest
By Ed Faver

Jack Nicholson is a lucky, lucky
man . He gets his motion pictures
rol es written tailor-made for
him . Evidence of this can be seen
in The Last Detail, Chinatown,
and now One Flew Over The
Cuckoo's Nest. Nicholson has
never been this lucky. Even
before Ken Kesey's novel was
adapted for the screen, the
character of R.P..McMurphy was
perfect for Nicholson.
McMurphy is a fun loving,
hard loving gambling man who is
serving time at the state work
fa rm for assault and battery.
Aft e r a few incidents of violence
at th e farm, he is sent to the state
me ntal hospital where he finds
himself in a ward totall y
dominated by the head nurse,
Mi ss Ratched . The patients in the
ward succumb to everything she
says and if they become
troublemakers, they are sent to
another ward which cures the
hospital of the troublemakers
forever.
When R.P. enters the ward,
things begin t~>ihange. He starts
a small gambling casino and wins
all the cigarettes the other
patients have. He hijacks a bus
and takes the entire ward on a
deep-sea fishing expedition. He
is on the wrong side of Miss Ratched, but most of the patients
worship him . As always, the
powerful establishment wins out
and even McMurphy is forced to
knuckle under in a way that is
shocking and very depressing.
Nicholson's McMurphy runs
the gamit of emotions. He is
super-charged with life. His per-

PEOPLE. ..
Are you frustrated?
Angry?
Mllltant?
Unloved?

formance never lets down, he's
always plugging away and obviously enjoying himself . In
some scenes, it becomes quite
obvious that Nicholson had a
good deal of homework to do
and from the screen results of
that homework, I' d have to give
him an A plus plus.
Director Milos Forman, a
name that is sure to become
better known after this picture,
has surrounded Nicholson with
an outstanding supporting cast.
Louise Fletcher plays Nurse Ratched as a well-meaning nurse
who does not like to be crossed.
She is properly cold-blooded
and enrages the audience to a
point far past forgiveness. Will
Sampson plays Chief Broom, the
giant Indian who becomes
McMurphy's best friend and
who, in the end, becomes
McMurphy's savior.
It is questionable as to whether
the other patients on the ward
are professional actors or actually inmates of the institution.
If they were actors, they worked
as hard as Nicholson in effecting
their characters. There is no
point during the film where it
becomes unbelievable. Everything is authentic, right down to
an original rebroadcast of the
1963 World Series.
Years from now, other films
will be compared to One Flew
Over The ·Cuckoo's Nest for its
power, intensity and humor. It is
a gripping story and a gripping
film that has a good shot a
sweeping next year's Academy
Awards.

Come out with us. What
we really mean is, get it all
out in the open. Write for
the Independent.
P.S. We're not a closed
shoo.

Space, the final frontier, was
sadl y lacking last Wednesday
night as a capacity crowd fought
its way into the TPA to hear Gen e
Roddenberry, the fourth guest in
the Townsend Lecture Series.
Their mission : to rehash tired
themes, to open old wounds, to
boldly flaunt their fanaticism in
the face of Star Trek's creator. An
overabundance of Trekkies,
science-fiction buffs , and
interested reviewers caused Jay
Dowd, chairman of the Townsend Lecture • Comm ittee, to
close the doors on a still sizable
number of people. The o verflow was moved to the lecture's
originally scheduled location,
)100 in Hutchinson Hall.
Following a judicious warning
to avoid the Scalosian water
fountains, the festivities began
with a crowd pl~aser : the infamous Blooper Reel. About
twenty minutes of out-takes, including wheezes, groans, chortles and snorts, frequent homosexual innuendoes, and outand-out slapstick, all highlighted by an all-too-short love
scene between Kirk and McCoy, kept the crowd Klingon to
their seats. It was fun .
Then, metaphoric Bible in
hand, Preacher Roddenberry
strode to the pulpit and pronounced the future good. Pausing only for frequent digs at network executives, Mr. Roddenberry spoke on the potential
power of television, and of its in-

e vi table emergence as a social
necessity. " Television is more
than an inconvenient blot on our
culture," he said, emphasizin g its
future uses. Muc h to the disma y
of the Star Trek fa ns, his talk continued along those Ii nes, onl y o ccasionally strayin g bac k into th e
specific area of his own produ c- ·
tions.
Speaking criti call y of te levision as it is presentl y stru ctured , Mr. Roddenberry blast e d
it as a " purel y adverti si ng
medium," but professed hi s
strong beliefs in its e ventual indispe nsabilit y.
Foresee in g a
rapidly expanding field of te lecommunications, resultin g fr om
a link-up of the television to a
home computer unit, Ge ne
Roddenberry dramaticall y spoke
of a point in history wh e re
" every person will have com plete access to the recorde d
knowledge of humanit y. "
Obviously, Gene Rodde nberry is con cerned with mo re
than hi s brain -star- c h ild ' s
popular success, and th e majority of his comparatively short
talk did not deal with Star Tre k
anecdotes. But the fanatical zeal
of the audience made it necessary to refer to the series, if only
to stir the gallery from its passive
state. It seemed as if most of the
people attending expected Mr.
Roddenberry to deal solely with
his television creations, and were
therefore disappointed when he
moved onto a much broader
subject. Except for the opening
and closing of the program, it

was not a ni ght fo r Tre kkies. Th e
few bits of trivi a that did d ea l
with his shows were cert ainl y
known to the dedi ca ted fa ns,
with rhe poss ible e xce ption o f ii
storyte lling how Qu estor, hi s android-robot c haracte r, alm ost
made love to a woma n, sto p ped
o nl y by prudis h execu ti ves askin g, " Wo ul d yo u want yo u sister
to slee p wi t h one?" It is not
often, as Mr. Rodd e nbe rr y sa id,
that a writ er is abl e to crea te a
whol e new fie ld o f int ole rance.
Whil e the a udi e nce in th e TPA
we re spell bou nd by the original
Star Tre k pil ot film , " The Cage,"
Ge ne Rodde n berr y graciously
gave an e di ted ve rsio n o f hi s ta lk
to th e approx im ate ly two hu ndre d pe opl e w ho were un abl e to
get into th e theatre beca use of
the fir e regul ations. This seco ndar y audi e nce. in Hut chinson
Hall's first floor lect ur e room.
was also abl e to view the Bl ooper
Ree l. Needl ess to say, both th e
stude nts a nd the members of
Tow nsend Lecture Committ ee
were grateful.
We would like to say that we
unde rst and Gene Rodde nb e rry's pre carious position as a lecturer ha vin g to d eci de whethe r
to spea k on a subj ect th at
interests himself or to pande r to
the expectant throng. It is th e
tragic part of the Star Trek
phenomenon that a writer .s u oJ,,
as Roddenberry, who addresses
himself to an intellig e nt
audience, should be plague d b y
a following composed largely of
sophomoric boobs .

Ph o to b y Pete Fago ne

"Television is more than an inconvenient blot on your culture."

Jazz at Kean
Charles Ear/and and Harper Street
By George Robinson

Charles Earland Sextet

Charles Earland was quite an
experience for those who were
· into the man as well as for those
who were-not. This very talented
jazz organist thrilled most of the
people who showed up to see
this h)ghly underrated musician .
Jazz Relations is a Student Affairs organization that deserves
credit for getting such talent as
Earland, who_ showed up with
five other · very talented
muskians. The sextet blew away
the audience with sounds from
pre+1ious and present albums as
well as some cuts from an album
to be released some time in Feb-

ruary. This very versatile group,
whose music ranges from
progressive jazz to contemporary jazz, made it quite an
evening at Kean College. Thank
you, Charles Earland and Jazz
Relations.
Harper Street Qunitet

Friends, acquaintances, and
the expected limited number of
jazz freaks scattered around the
Little Theater several weeks ago
to see the much unpublicized
group that calls itself the Harper
Street. What friends and acquaintances got was what they
expected, but for others it was an
unexpected pleasure. Although
the Harper Street Quintet was no
comparison to the Earland sex-

tet, who showed up the previous
week and did an excellent jam,
the group held its own ground,
the their performance was well
above what was expected. The
Quintet consisted of two guitars
with both guitarists switching
roles from rhythm to lead with
above par improvisations and a
drummer and bassist who were
both average. The saxophonist,
though, was the backbone.of the
group, , doing excellent and
energetic improvisations. All in
all, the group was very creative,
but their music lacked full
potential , which naturally will
come in time. And watch out for
the saxophonist, whose name is
• Robert Bernardas.
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What Price Glory?_
A Review
by Chris Jarocha
Recent - years have seen a
. growing interest in the theatre in
New Jersey. Community groups
promote what are, for the most
part, over- priced productions as
a means of fund-raising. Dinner
theatres in the suburbs of
Newark and Elizabeth have
sprung up Ii ke a fairy ring of
cliche mushrooms. Professional
groups gain great favor for their
work in raising New Jersey's
dubious cultural level. The
bicentennial has given many
groups the excuse needed to put
on some decent, but neglected,
plays from America 's past, but
none take advantage of the opportunity more than the amateur
· groups.
Setan Hall Prep, in South
Orange, normally puts on two
dramatic
productions
each
academic year. This year they are
doing three. They ijre ambitious
productions for a high school
theatre group, but the Prep has
the advantage of a very talented
and dedicated director, Mr.
Harry Dawson. Mr. Dawson
commutes from New York city
each day, so when he stays late
on those days the Drama Society
rehearses, he makes sure the
time is not wasted. He strives for
professionalism and gets it. His .
productions are always of high
quality.
Just before Thanksgiving,
Seton Hall Prep presented the
first of its. three bicentennial
season plays, Maxwell Anderson and Laurence Stallings' 1924
tragicomedy What Price Gloryl It
is the story of a U.S. Marines

company stationed in France in
World War One. Their situation
is one familiar today; they are
fighting a war they do not understand. Complicating matters is an
ongoing rivalry between company captain Flagg and his new
Top Sergeant, Quirt. Flagg and
Quirt are the last of a literally dying breed, the soldier who sees
the romance of war. They have
met before, these two, in military
campaigns across rhe globe, and
they are sick of what war · has
become. It is no longer a game, a
sport where the better man will
win by his courage, or skill, or
even luck. The First World War
has taken all the honor from being a soldier. War is now only
killing to them.
Their individual disillusionment and disgust with war is
heightened by the quality of the
"men" under them. These
soldiers are ·still green, still untested in actual combat
situations, and the Powers That
Be are sending them out to fight
on the front lines. And they die.
The first and third acts of the play
are comic. They are not slapstick, punning, vaudevillian funny, but rather clever and witty,
with the broad humor of the
typical fighting man. Contrasted
with this is the gory second act, in
which the horrors of war, both
physical and mental, are vividly
shown. Flagg and Quirt's oncebroad friendly rivalry is in this act
boiled down to two extremes: a
respect for each other as
soldiers, and a hatred as men. But
this rivalry returns to its previous state as the action switches
away from the war itself. Back

Photo by Bob Ryan
Glen Albright and Mike Bolger in "What Price Gloryl"

behind the lines, Flagg and Quirt
smile at each other as they gamble for the privilege of making
the first attack on the other. The
game element in their lives has
returned, although only for a
brief time, as the company is
returned to the front at the play's
conclusion.
Glen Albright (Flagg) and
David Rathbun (Quirt) play off
against each other well. They do
a convincing hand-to-hand fight
in the first act, and continue their
duel verbally throughout. Albright has a deep, raspy voice
that sounds artificial, but is not.
He is commanding, but comic.
Rathbun makes a very good
soldier of fortune, cynical, but
preciously protecting what he
sees as the real truths of life. The
secondary roles are Bill Mott,
Matt Norton, and Mark Pin-

herro as Corporals Gowdy,
Kiper, and Lipinsky; Mike Bolger
and Kevin Donahue as Lieutenants Moore and Aldrich: and
Melinda Thompson as Charmaine, the innkeeper's daughter
caught between Flagg and Quirt ·
and the war. Scratchy Victrola
recordings of old Wodd War
One fight songs, played at the
beginning of the first and third
acts, emphasized the abusurdity
of the soldiers' situation.
Considering the
amateur
standing of the Drama Society,
production~ are consistently
good. Although all involved are
high school students, many
appearing for the first time on
stage, they manage to play convincing roles. The credit must be
divided between actors' desire
to put on a good show and the
director's insistent rejection of

Sundown with Gordon Lightfoot and Mimi~ too
·

by Frank Bolger
had the decided fortune to
attend the recent Gordon
Lightfoot Concert at Avery Fisher
Hall , a week ago Saturday.
The concert began promptly,
when Mr . Lightfoot was
" warmed up", as were we all , by
that captivating young ravenhaired beauty, Mimi Farina.
Appearing a trifle nervous, a
condition not at all alleviated by
several ill-fated attempts at
humor (eliciti1 _; a reaction comparable to a graveyard at midnight) she shrugged and let her
performance answer.
Mimi Farina, though· not
possessed of the caliber voice of
her more famous sister, Joan
Baez, usually sounds clear, crisp,
and appealing. Unfortunately,
she seems to be either ignorant
or defiant of the phys·ical
limitations of her voice and occasionally degenerates into a
yodel of distinctly Ozarkian
flavor .
No matter, for I could do no
other, during her span onstage,
but gaze mystically at her tender
face, streams of coal-black hair,
and deep dark eyes which
seemed a bottomless abyss .
There seemed distantly in those
eyes an uneasy sense of that
tragic, elusive beauty which so
haunts the poets.
Mr. Lightfoot, to return to
more vulgar concerns, is becoming an endangered creature, a
performer of genuine sensitivity
to his audience. Refusing to

Ciao, the Italian Club of Kean
College is presenti ng a Christmas
Dance on December 20. The dance

cloud his performance witb
phony " artiness" and mystic
obscuritY. his songs are simple
and pleasing. Disdaining the faddish, witless gyrations of many
contemporaries, his delivery is
straightforward. Welcome, too,
is the absence of that galling
attempt of perform_ers to come
off as, " one of the guys. " He
seldom addresses the audience
directly, for he is, by whatever
trick of fate, a star. There are sub-

tleties in his performance which
do on occasion afford a glimpse
of his personality. They appear in
the form of frequent facial expressions which relieve us of the
notion that he takes his success
too seriously.
Strangely, since I have some
familiarity with Gordon
Lightfoot, the bulk of songs performed were unknown to me.
They were of consistent quality,
characterized by soft and simple

will be held in the College Center
from 8 p.m. to 1 :30 a.m. The festivities will feature music by " Divini"

along with a dance contest. Included will be refreshments of pastry, soda and vermouth. Admission

melodies and his own silent,
strong and soothing voi ce .
Lightfoot is a songwriter o f
limited versatility and is
therefore open to the criticism
that his songs hold a certain
sameness to them . In his
defense, who would object if Da
Vinci painted only Last Suppers
and Beethoven cranked out
nothing but 5th Symphonies.
Could you honestly picture
yourself as upset that all ceilings
resembled the Sistine?
Lightfoot was not alone,
however, being amply supported on lead guitar by Terry
Clements and bass by Richard
Haynes. The two also provided
limited harmonies, while there
was additionally a nameless
fellow pawing at the keyboards.
There is, in Lightfoot's ~implicity, a basic strength. It is my
experience that concerts and
concert albums generally leave
one believing he has been the
victim of an elaborate prank. The
intricate harmonies and precise
vocals of the studio recording
end to degenerate into a
unrecognizable moaning and
wailing reminiscent of hog calling at the County Fair. The
masterful , delicately balanced
and resonant instrumentals seem
little more than a cacophonous
hissbangpopsqueak. The listener
has been bamboozled.
There is no need to fear
disillusionment at a Lightfoot
concert. What you heaf is what
you get.
will be $4.00, For information call
761-5320.

mediocrity. Mostly all technical
work is done by the students,
with Prep faculty or alumni helping out on . particularly sticky
problems.
All of Seton Hall Prep's Drama
Society productions_are held on
the Seton Hall University campus, in the basement of Walsh
Gymnasium. Their stage, the Little Theatre, is one of the best
designed theaters in New Jersey,
and they use it to its fullest . Admission is free, and curtain time
is usually eight o'clock on Friday
and Saturday nights. Since their
runs are only for a week, What
Price Glory? is long gone now ,
but interested readers are invited to attend their next ·show,
sometime in March. Details will
be printed as they are made
known. An evening at this
theatre is certainly well spent.

Carly
and
Christmas
b y Sandy Adzin
If you 'c,e having trouble deciding what to get a friend or loved
one for Christmas, here's a great
idea, The Best of Carly Simon on
flektra / Asylum Records. Just
released especially for the
holidays, this album contains exactly what the title says, the best
from one of the best female rock
and folk singers around today.
The Best of Carly Simon features
all the songs that Carly has
released as singles. These include her first big hit, " That 's the
Way I Always Heard It Should
Be,"_" Anticipation," " Legend in
Your Own Time," "You 're So
Vain ," " The Right Thing To Do, "
" Mockingbird," "Haven 't Got
Time for the Pain," and Carly's
latest " Attitude Dancing." Also
included on the album are two of
the most frequently played cuts
from the No Secrets LP, the title
t•ack itself and " Nightowl "
written by Carly's husband James
Taylor with background vocals
by Paul and Linda McCartney
among others.
All in all, The Best of Carly
Simon gives us an excellent sample of what Ms. Simon has contributed to the music world in
the last five years. If this is brief
· :>vidence of what Carly can and
has done in the past, then I'm
sure the next five years will
produce .even bigger and better
things from this extra talented
lady. Merry Christmas, Carly and
James!!
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Department of Music
The second Social
Work Colloquium will
feature State Senator
Alexander Menza who will
discuss "The Legislator
Views the Social Services" on Friday ,
December 12, at 1:30 p.m.
in Downs Hall, Meeting
Room 3.
All students are invited.

presents

Concert of Choral Music
featuring the
Chorale, Concert Chorus and
Women's Chorus with Instrumental Ensemble

Tuesday, December 16, 1975 - 8 p.m.
Wilkins Theater

The Hillside Firehouse Theatre will present
the musical Oliver! on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday December 12, 13, 14, 19, 20 & 21 . Curtain time will be 8:00 p.m . The theatre is
located at 1422 Maple Avenue Hillside, New
Jersey. Tickets may be purchased at the box
office or can be reserved by°calling 926-1050.

Free Student and Senior Citizens tickets
available from Student Affairs Office

Kate Millett

"SEX"

"Flying"

Now that we got your attent ion, there will be a general meeting of

presented by

S.S.P.E.
Student Society
For
Professional Ed.

Townsend Lecture
Series

Ski Club
Meeting
Last meetin g of semester to .
be held Tuesday, December
16th at 1:40 in Will is 201-A.
All Canada trip payments
due at this time. Check paper
for next meeting in February.

TPA 8:00

* all Fields of Education welcome

First Congress
of Spanish
Students of
Kean College
of
New Jersey

Dec. 16
3:30

" Will clear·
things up

PRESENTS

FASHION SHOW
&
INTERNATIONAL
DISCO
December 13th
Saturday 7:00 p.m.
Student Affairs Building
(Browsing Room)
Kean College
Union , N.J.
Tickets available from any I.S.A.
member or Student Affairs Of-

fice, Admission $1.00.

WIiiis 100

The Spanish Proficiency Placement Test
will be offered on Saturday, December 13,
1975 at 10:00 a.m. in John Hutchinson Hall.
Students interested in taking this test will
report to Room J203 in the John Hutchinson
Hall at the time specified.
Those who have passed the exam
successfully will be entitled to get six credits,
equivalent to Spanish Intermediate I and 11,
provided that they have not taken a more advanced course, neither at this College nor at
any other College if they came as transfer
students.

On Dec. 11, 1975
Place: Little' Theater
Hour 3-5 P.M.
During College
Free Hour

The Christmas Oratorio of J.S. Bach,
Parts Four, Five and Six will be performed at
8:00 P.M. on Tuesday, December 16, 1975 in
the Wilkins Theater, Kean College of New
Jersey, Morris Ave. , Union. Featured will be
the combined Concert Chorus and Chorale of
Kean College with instrumental esemble,
Professor James Cullen, conductor. On the
same program, the Women's Chorus, Professor Michael Montgomery, conductor, will sing
a varied group of conpositions representing
several composers and periods. A donation of
two dollars will benefit the tour fund. Students
and Senior Citizens will be admitted free. For
tickets or information call the Music
Department of Kean College 201-527-2107.

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION
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Armatrong Flute, $90.00 C- Incl.

call after I p.m., 134-1411.

•

1

c_~__

Professional Color Film
processing done at 20%
off regular store prices.
Also reproductions and
blow up at similar reductions. For info contact Phil
Cafasso at Independent
Office any time.
ACROSS

16 F111>us king
17 Fly
18 Min: Lat.
19 Tonsured
21 Oil-yielding tl"ffS
23 Af'IIY ttn11 (abbr-.)
24 Fantastic
26 Turkish inn
29 BundlerJO Fauns
31 llun-ows

32 Kind of china
36 Guinness, et al.
37 Metal-bearing
miner-al
38 Hird r-oll
39 Divorce center
40. Trap

14 Playing ca rds
Mlple Leaf, et al . 20 Pitchers
Wont bues
22 North African cudchewers : 2 wds.
Without a hat
Sphere
24 Ruth
Type of dress
25 du Didble
Italian island
26 Danube
tributary
Cons~
27 Mlscu11ne
Praised
North Car-olina
28 Solar- disc
29 Cleo's er-aft
college
To give: Sp.
33 Frightf ul giant
34 --do-wel 1
Nore sound
35 Wings
Head
37 Mar-e ' s aea l
DOWN
38 Victor 40 Noctur-na 1
Light 1111-1
41 Saved
Region
43 Attacks on all
8r-1 ng up
sides
Fonner- pirate
refuge: 2 lllds.
45 JIIIIP
46 Hain ntery
Angle or- slant

45 Hunting hounds

48
1 Pointed raar-k
49
5 Brief adver-tis-nt SO
10 Drunklnt
54
13 Chellfal in tlle
55
body
58
14 Tantalizer-59
15 Ibsen CI\Jl'aCtel'
60

·61

62
63
64

1

2
3
4

5

up {disabled) 47 Staid
48 More unusutl
7 Trilogy by
SO Snack
Oos Passos

6 - ·-

8 Soak

4l ·leddish-br'owl
9 Zephyr42 Deer-ease
1O Re 11sh
44 lnqu1sitiva _people-, .11 Willow tree
var-. ·
-1! Cone f se.

Thursday, December 11, 1975
12 :00- 2:00 p.m.
Campus Ministry
" Communal Celebration of Penance"
3:00- 4:30 p.m.
Cuban Comm. Reunion
3:05- 4:20 p.m .
CCB Meeting
3:05- 4:20 p.m.
Yoga Club
3:05- 4:20 p.m.
Management Science
5:00-11 :00 p .m .
Recreation Association
6:00- 9:00 p.m .
Swing Phi Swing
8:Cf0-End
Townsend Lecture-Kate Millet
8 :30-End
All College Dance
Friday, December 12, 1975
8 :00-End
CCB Presents in Concert:
" B.T. Express"
Saturday, December 13, 1975
8:00-7 :30 p .m .
Omega Psi Phi Conf.
7:00-2:00 a. m .
International Students
Fashion Show & Disco
8:30- 2:00 a.m.
Omega Psi Phi Disco
Sunday, December 14, 1975
11 :00am-12pm
Mass
8:30-4:00 p .m .
Omega Psi Phi Mtg
7:30-End
CCB Movie-" Serpico"
Monday, December 15, 1975
6:00-10:00 p .m .
1.F.S.C. Mtg
7: 00-11LOO p .m .
Hotline Training
7: 00- End
Jazz Program
Tuesday, December 16, 1975
10 :00-1 :40 p .m .
Lunchtime Theater
" Black Light Theater for Children "
1:40I.F.S.C.
,, 3:00 p .m .
Resident Assistants Mtg
Resident Association
Jewish Student Union .
Recreation Association
Christian Fellowship
Spanish Club
Ski Club Meeting
6:00-End
Theater Trip To See BroadwayPlay
, " EQUUS"
5:00-10 :00 p.m.
Rho Theta Tau
7: 00-10 :00 p .m .
Sigma Beta Chi
7: ,,40-10 :00 p .m .
Alpha Theta Pi
Beta Delta Chi
Delta Sigma Chi
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Sigma Beta Tau
Sigma Kappa Phi
Wednesday, December 17, 1975
10:00-1 :40 p .m .
Luncht ime Theater
2,5, &
Movie " The Two of Us"
7: 30 p.m.

.

-.·

51 Fitzgerald

52 Mishnah section
53 Jut l andar56 Ext iflet bi d
57 Play on 111:rds

Alumni Lge

Little Theater
Mtg Rm 8
J134
J308
CSW109
Browsing Rm
TPA
Snack Bar

TPA
Downs Hall
Browsing Rm
Snack Bar
Alumni lge
Mtg Rm A
TPA
Mtg Rm A
Alumni Lge
Little Theater

Downs Hall
Little Theater
Mtg Rm A
Mtg Rm B
W100
CSW109
J101
%400
W201A
TPA
VE309
J142
J103
)130
J132
J141
W202B
82248
8222
8212A
8123

Alumni Lge
Little Theater
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Freshman Key to Upcoming Mat Season
by Bob Graczyk
The Kean College wrestling
team opens its 1975-76 season on
December 13th against Hunter
College. Ernest Summers returns
as coach for his second year.
Last year, (the first year for
wrestling at Kean) the Squire
matmen had a 4-6-1 dual meet
record, but an outstanding
second place finish in the highly
competitive "B" division of the
Metropolitan Tournament.
A few key wrestlers from last
year's squad _aren ' t out for the
team at the present time because
of class scheduling and jobs, but
"Yill return to actio n at the end of
the current semester.. As a result
Coach Summers is depending on
d talented group of freshmen to
help the team.
Although the raw talent is
t here , these young wrestlers will
probably suffer from a common
handicap of many first year
college ath letes, mainly inex-

perience.
.
The key for the season according to Summers is " how fast
the freshmen develop. "
The talented freshmen are led
by Steve lannussi , who will
probably wrestle at 150. Others_
who will be counted on are Joe
DeBlasio from Essex Catholic and
Russ Meyer of Cranford.
Two truely outstanding wrestlers from last year's team will
once again return to form the
nucleus of Kean. They are Milton
Singleton and Shawn Stoddard.
Last year Singleton was a "B"
division Metropolitan Tournament champion at 118. He is
described by his coach as "an
aggressive wrest ler., strong for his
size." This year Singleton will
move up to the 126 pound
weight class .

tain of last year's team, wa~ the
Metropolitan Tournament " B' '
division champion at 150, and
was awarded the " Outstanding
·wrestler" trophy for the tour-

The other star returnee is
Shawn
Stoddard
from
Maplewood. Stoddard, the cap-

nament.
Summer says of Stoddard',
abilities, " he is strong and ve ry
smart on the mat. " This year
Stodda rd will compete at eit her

the 156 or 167 pound level.
Other returnees are junior
John Valvo at 118 described as a
"quick, smart wrestler," and
heavyweight Mike Astalos from ··
Johnson Regional. Jose Perez,
out for the first time, is being
counted on to wrestle at the 177
pound level.
If the freshmen develop quickly and the veterans live up to
their expectations, then the up,coming season will be highl y
successful for the Kean College
matmen.
TAK ED.OWNS : Special praise
to Mary Miezejewski , the team
secretary, who also doubles as
the team's statistician. It's still not
too late to join the team . Any
interested candidates can contact Coach Summers at the
Athletic Office after 4 o 'cloc k.
the previously schedu led mat ch
with Montclair State on
December 3rd will be reschedu led later in the season .

Glassboro Dominates All-Star Picks
Today

Girl's BB JV

Union C.C.

H 6:00

Fri. ·

Boy's BB JV&V
Girl's BB V

Glassboro State
St. Peter's

A 6:15
H 8:00

Sat.

Wrestling

Hunter College

A 2:00

Mon.

Girl's BB JV&V

Queens

A 6:00

Wed.

Girl's BB JV
Wrestling

Ramapo
FDU Teaneck

A 6:00
H 7:30

Glassboro State, champion for
the second consecutive season,
dominated the 1975 New Jersey
State College Athletic
Conference All-Star football
team selected by the conference
coaches.
Coach Dick Wacker's Profs
gained nine positions on the 24player offensive and defensive
units picked by the coaches.
Robbie Reid , Glassboro State 's
stellar running back , beca_m e th e
first player in NJSCAC history to
be picked on three consecutive

Squirettes Open Wi_
th Vi~tory
independenl □ 14

The Ke an College Women's
basketball team won their season
opener against
Princeton
University 65-59 last Thursday,
The Teams were evenly matched
and the margin of victory was at
the foul line with Kean cqnverting 13 of 21 compared to
Princeton's 5-10.

Kean College of New Jersey
Fencing Schedule - 1975-76 ·
Opponent
Trenton S1a1 t• Collegl'
Seton Hall U niversil y
St evens
JCSC/ Se1on Hall
Prince1on / Wllm. Pal e r..,011
St. John,
Ru_!gers-Ne w ark
Douglass Colll'ge
NJAIAW Ch ampionship
at Willian P,u erso n

Time
7: 00
6:00
7: 00
6; 00
7: 00
8 :00
7: 00

7": 00

Place
A
A
H
JCSC
Prnctn .
H
H
H

Kean College of N.J.
Gymnastics Schedule - 1975-76
Dale
1/ 16/76
1/ 23/76
1/ 28/76
1/ 31 /76
21 3/76
2/ 5/76
21 9/76
2/ 12/ 76
2114/76
2/ 19fi6
2124fi 6

Opponent
Hofstra
Trent on ~,.,,., Coll l'g•·
Qu eens
Mon1dai r ~Id!<' Coll <'g< '
Jersey Ci1y ~talc
Rut ge rs
Prin ce1o n
William PalNson
Gl!l~~bo ro St ,ll e Coll eg<'
Ston ybrook
Brookl yn Coll E>!W

Time
7:00
7:00
4:00
1 :()()
r,:lll
(,:ll)

i: llO

Princeton had trouble with
Kean 's menacing zone defense
and co uldn't stop junior guard .
Gela Mazella who connected for
29 points. Sophomore Janet
Montgomery was close behind
with 25 points and 7 rebound~.
Coach Pat Hann isch wils
pleased with the victory as it wils
th e team's first co nfe rence wi,i
ever in the newly organin•d
NJAIAW Basketball Conferen< P .
"There are no easy games in 1h1,
conference," she said, " a nd
we' re happy to get this win so
early in the season." .
Tuesday Kean traveled to
Stockton and meet s St. Peters at
home on Friday. The J.V. opens
at home today.

2/26/76

Opponent
Lehman College
Brooklyn College
Jersey City State
Queens College
St . Johns
WilHam Paterson S1 a1e
Glassboro Stai e
Centen ary
Barnaro
NJAIAW Championship
Princeton
FDU -Madison

Tomasello

of

the

(Continued on page 15)

Herff Jones Ring Man
will be on campus
Tues. , Dec. 16th
and
Wed. , Dec. 17th

Plan•
A
,\

Correction

,\
A
H

,

;-, oo

A
II

l: 00
6: 00
7: 00

II
H

10:00 ·a.m.-3 :00 p.m. - College Center

The basketball team did nnt
open their season against Union
College as reported in last
week's issue, but rather against
Stockton State on December 3.

H

Kean College of N.J.
Swimming Schedule - 1975-76
Date
1/16/ 76
1/27/ 76
2/ 3/ 76
21 5176
2110fi6
2/ 12/76
2/ 14/76
2/ 17fi6
2/ 19/ 76
2/22/76

Norman

Profs joined Cappellutti on this
year's defensive unit.
Montclair State, this year's
runnerup in the championship
race, placed six players on th<'
two squads with fullback Bob
Gardner joining Torino and
Johnson on the offensive unit
while defensive picks were tackle Mario Benimeo, end Jim
Beshaw and defehsive back Bar!
Giblin .
Trenton State and Kean each
had three players on this ye ar\
All-Star team. Trenton prcks . in
addition to Taylor , we re on th <'
defensi ve unit with tac kl e Do ug
Prefa ch and defensi ve bac k Don
Cove n.
Kean 's picks, in addirion to
Troise . were a lso on the clefen -

SP OR TS
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Dale
1/23/76
1/27/ 76
1/ 29/ 76
21 3/76
2/ 9/ 76
2/ 10/ 76
2/ 19/ 76
2/ 24/76
2128/ 76

teams with his 1975 selection.
Six other players were
repeaters from the 1974 All-Star
learn. In this gro up on the offen~ive tedm were e nd Keith Taylor
of Trenton State, running back
Joe Troise of Kea n and
placekicker Domini c Antonini of
Glassboro State.
The o nl y repeater from ' last
year ' s . defensive unit was
linebacker Pete Cappellutti of
Glassboro State.
Glassboro State players to
mak e the first team on the offensive unit in addition to Reid and
Antonini were c enter Ed
Co o per, guard Mike Li sant e, ta ckle Ed Lawrence , e nd Felton
Jones dnd quarterback Mike
Cdwley.

5:00 p.m .-8:00 p.m . Willis Hall

ORDER

Time
7 :00
7: 00
6;00
5:00
7: 30
7 :30
3: 00
7: 00
4:45

Place

7: 00

H

Support
Your

H
H
A
A

YOUR CLASS RING

H
H
H
A
A
A

NOW!

Teams

•

'
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ltntramurals & Club NewsfBetting May Bolster College Athletics
Square Da_n ce

the championship.
The Office of Campus
Recreation would like to thank
all of the participants, the
student's of Mr. Bakker's class,
and especially Bob Neumann,
Bob Boylan and Dave Abbruzzese for their help in staging
a sul:cessful tournament.

The Square Dance Club meets
on Thursday nights, at 6:30 p.m.
1n the Campus School West
Building, Room 109. Mr. Emmet
Evans provides expert instruction at all levels.'
This popular activity is open to
all students, faculty and staff.
Come out and partici pate and
get some exercise.

Lifesaving

Volleyball
Tournament
A Co-Ed Volleyball Tournament was held last Wednesday night in the gym. Six teams
participated in the singleelimination tourney, with the
following results :
In the first match, the "No
Names" defeated "Hot Tuna"
15-7 and 15-1. Zuber and Florio
played well for Tuna, but Mrs.
Lokuta's team could not handle
Dr. Errington's team, led by
Wendy Corsi and Joel Bahena.
In the second match, " Class"
defeated the "Ba ll Busters" 15-2
and 17-15. Bob DiNunzio and
Donna Manfre led the winners,
while Chris Jadelis and Bill Kelly
played well for the Busters.
In the first match of the semifinals, the "No Names" defeated
the "T-F's" 15-13 arid 15-7; in the
best match of the tourney. Ed
Cooney, Jim lewis c1nd Jane
Schmitt played well for the T-F's.
The other semi-final match
saw The Ghetto defeat Class, 151- and 15-8. Callahan, Kuchar .
and Pat Corridan led the
winners. Cy Hardy played well
for Class.
·
In the finals, the No' Names
balance team proved too much
for the Ghetto, prevailing by
scores of 15-3 and 15-12 to win

Glassboro

(Conrinuedfrom page 14)

sive team with linebacker Mike
Smith and defensive back Joe
Knoth .
Je rsey City State had two

Mr. Bernie Saks will conduct a
lifesaving and water safety class
in the Kean College pool. The
class starts on Monday, January 5,
1976. It will meet for 30 consecutive Monday nights, from 7
to 9: 30 p.m. If interested, contact Mr. Saks at ext. 2098, or Mr.
Hershey at ext. 2229. There is no
charge.

(CPS)-Gambling may ·be the
cash-only transactions in which
newest source of revenue for
casual sports bettors. wager a
college athletif programs if a
dollar or two on the outcome of
special
congressional
coma couple dozen games in a single
mittee has its way.
day or weekend. The betting
Charged with reshaping policy
cards could be sold or regulated
on gambling, the National Gamby individual campuses in return
bling Commission is examining for a piece of the financial action.
the possibility of legalizing cam"College bets go on all the
pus sports betting.
time," says a spokesman for the
"There's no reason this can't Gambling Commission. "Legalbe done legally in a harmless
ized gambling would just throw
way," says James Ritchie, exsome of the money into the camecutive director of the Gambling
pus athletic office. As long as a
Commission. " We haven't found
single game betting is proany evidence that gambling
hibited, there isn't much chance
would be bad for the athletic
of a college athlete being bribed
community."
to throw a game."
The Gambling Commission
So far, however, legalized
has been hearing testimony from
gambling has not been emcollege sports directors and ' braced by the athletic comreviewing law enforcement
munity.
statistics on gambling. The com"We are diametrically opmission is expected to make its i posed to any form of legalized
recommendations to Congress
gambling," says Dave Cawood,
next summer.
an official of the National
The betting method under
Collegiate Athletic Association.
scrutiny involves _parlay cards,
"Gambling would thrust inter-

collegiate athletic programs into
an environment hostile to their
educational principles."
"Yes, we've been batting the
gambling idea around," admits
Donald B. Canham, whose
University of Michigan athletic
budget runs to $4 million a year.
"But we'd have to be' out of
our minds to support it," he said.
" We don't want to see the door
opened to gambling, and we're
scar.ed some of the states are going to legalize it to balance their
budgets."
That's exactly what a number
of states have been thinking of
doing. If colleges are hesitant of
jumping on the gambling bandwagon, state legislatures show
no reluctance. Proponents argue
that up to $50 billion a year is being bet by illegal bookmakers on
team sports, and the government should share some of the
money.
Bills legalizing gambling have
been introduced in at least seven
states, with multiple-game parlay
cards the most popular method.
legislative support · has been
strongest in Massachusetts and
-FINAL STANDINGSNew Hampshire, although
Flag Football
observers don't expect the
(Regular Season)
measures to pass this year.
Sports betting has been legal
Te.am
Wn. lst. Td.
Pct. P{. Pa.
for years in Nevada, although
The Ghetto
510
.833 150 78
college game bets are strictly
Tau
510
.833 150 40
prohibited. For the past two
Busche
411
.800 66 62
" T-F's"
330
years, Montana has also allowed
.500 52 68
Chi
231
.400 96 70
a mild form of betting. Patrons of
Pi
150
.200 54 138
bars and lounges are permitted
Phi
060
.000 12 124
to bet on various events collectively, providing the total in the
"pool" doesn't exceed $500.
Although
fedeeral
legalization is a long way off, at least
Joe Troise, Mike Smith, and Joe one observer expects legal betKnoth have been selected as first · ting to hit the college campus.
Once legislation develops that
team members of the New Jersey State College Athletic Con- would sopport athletic programs with gambling_ revenue,
fe rence All-Star Team. John
Mayhew, Scott Spatz, Charles according to Duane Burke,
Lombard, Jim Pi nto, and Charles director of the Public Gaming
Research Institute, "you can be
Strong are seco nd team selections. This is the second year sure the sports establishment will
support it. But they're not going
Troise has made the team.
to originate it."

I

Tau Takes Flag Football Title, 22!-12
The league Championship
game was played on Sunday,
December 7, between The
Ghetto and Tau. Sigma Beta Tau
scored twice in the last 35
seconds to break a 12-12 tie and
win 22-12.
The Ghetto opened the scoring early in the game on a long
bomb from Bob Johnston to
Mike Lemmerman. Tau
answered with Mike Wright
scoring on a run up the middle.
Both teams missed the extra
points, and the score was 6-6.
Early in the second quacter,
Johnston connected with Al
Molozzi to put the Ghetto
ahead, 12-6. Tau tied the game
just before the half as Randy Bury

players on this year's All-Star
team. The GoJhic players to
make the All-Star team were
defensive e nd Dave Crist and
defensive back Bob Cowan.
William Paterson's lone selection was punter Joe la Badia.

scored after taking a pitchout.
Both teams played good
defense the entire second half,
although Tau did have a touchdown nullified by a penalty.
An interception by Mike
Wright put Tau inside the Ghetto's 20-yard line. Two plays later
Wright connected with Al Franks
to make the score 18-12. Wright
also threw to Al Franks for the extra point, making it 20-12.
After the ensuing kickoff, an
errant snap from the center went
into the end zone for a safety,
making the final score 22-12 in
favor of Tau.
The Office of Campus
Recreation would like to congratulate bot h teams on a very

well-played · game; and also
thank all participants, coaches,
managers and officials for helping to make the season
successful.

A ll-Star Picks

"Newest Pub Around"

. Stage Hous_
e Inn
Corner of Park Ave. & Front St.
Scotch Plains, N.J. 07076

As a member I understand you will mail me
each month an information card on next
months tape. If I do not want that ■lection,
I mark the appropriate box and mail the card
back. I will only receive the selections that
interest me an d I have prepaid for. I understand the card must be mailed back within
10 days.
CHECK HERE IF YOU DO NOT WANT TD
1..!E~T~ l~HU?IR! £T~Y

I
I
I

I

E _

Beer on Tap
and
Over Stuffed Sandwiches
NAM E
::::
A.:
D.:
D.:.:R.::.ES
::.:S=----------- 1
CITY
STATE
ZIP
PHONE
OCCUPATI ON
.:.
CO
=LL::.:E:.:G
:..:E=----------- 1

~------~ I
Mail ti

-

-

CIIEATM MIIUBESS II:.
!iOJO Plrldill 11d. Suit■ A- 113
Las
N1v1111 19119 -

v..-.

I
-

I

" One of the Oldest Pubs in Americ-a "
Established 173 7
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Guide to Reverse Report Cards
(Note to editors: This is a followup article to " Students And
Facult y Deadlocked In Faculty
Evaluation Battles. " This article
ticle
will
survey
faculty
evaluation systems at several
schools, and examine the
mechanics of how to set up
evaluations on campus. The
report mentioned in the article,
" Guidelines For Initiating Teaching And Course Evaluations, "
can be purchased for $2.00 from
the Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group," 3036 Universit y Ave. S.E. Minneapolis, MN
55414.)
(CPS)-The
professor was
skeptical. " Studenls evaluating
teachers?" he asked. " The idea is
preposterous. How can students
judge if their teachers are doing
a good job?"
But an increasing numbe'r of
schools are debating this question, in an attempt to decide if
st udents are qualified to rate
their teachers' performance
through faculty evaluation questionnaires.
Opponents of the evaluation
process argue that it serves as a
destructive force by rewarding
the most popular but not necessarily the best teachers, and
creates too much anxiety in
faculty members through public
scrutiny.
Furthermore,
opponents say, the results are invalid since students do not take
the evaluation process seriously.
Proponents
of faculty
evaluations counter that the systern provides teachers with feedback on teachi ng methods,
makes students a vital part of
their own learning process and
alleviates some anxiety by involving all parties-students,
teachers
and the administration-in
the
overall
education process.
" Professors
implore
their
students to for go drawing conclusions from incompl ete information, yet these same students
are forced to ch oose between

various course offerings about
which they know almost
nothing," says Chuck Leer, a
faculty evaluation expert at
Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group.
" A Ith o ugh a student's
decision on courses involves
substantial inventments of time
and money," says Leer, referring to sketchy, incomplete
college catalogs, " the studentconsumer is left uninformed. "
Leer recently compiled a
national
report on faculty
evaluations, which serves as a
handbook for setting up faculty
evaluatio"n systems. Although
some evaluations are primarily
designed to improve teaching
quality by providing teachers
with feedback, or to assist the administration in making tenure
and sa lary decisions, says Leer,
the most popular evaluations
from a student's viewpoint are
those which are published as
faculty and course guides.
The "Course Guide"
at
Columbia University, NY, for
instance, has been publishing for
thirteen years. Students fund the
project, select evaluation questions, analyze the questionnaire
results and write up descriptions for each course. The guide
is more than just a compilation of
numerical averages; pure statistic, says the "Course Guide"
editor, "do not adequately
convey enough information to
make even a tentative judgm~nt."
Questionnaires are distributed by faculty in their
classes. No professor is required
to take part in the evaluation
process, although student pressure encourages them 10 do so.
"Course
Guide"
accepts
independent questionaires from
students in classes in which the
teacher has not agreed to be
eva luated, and fear of t his
minority view often spurs instructors to accept evaluations
from the start.

BSDE
c.A.MI GOS:
Add these words to your basic vocabl1lary
now, whether or not 'you're planning a trip
to Mexico soon.

SPANIS.R
chocho
gargarizando
sacamuelas
bulla
manteca
pantufla

ENGLISH
ch.i ldish old man
gargling
quack dentist
soft coal
lard
bedroom slipper

Here at Jose Cuervo, w e believe
an informed consumer is an
infmmed consumer.

JOSE CUERVO.TEQUILA. 80 PROOF.
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY 01975, HEUBLEIN, INC., HARTFORD, CONN.

Average grades for each
course are included in "Cour.se
Guide" so that students can
compare teaching standards
within a department. Also listed
are the number of students in a
class who evaluated their professor.
The " Primer" at the University of California at Berkeley
operates in a similar manner. The
" Primer" scopes all undergraduate classes twice a year.
Faculty participation isn' t mandatory. Students fill out computerized questionnaires of 38
statements and rate from 1 to 5
how accurately each statement
describes their professor or
course.
Sample statements include:
" Emphasized
memorization,"
"Em phasized conceptual understa nding," Lectures duplicated
rather than
complimented
readings," " Was accessible during office hours and made
students feel welcome."
" Most of the professors are
cooperative,"
says
Cynthia
Mahabir, editor of the " Primer. "
"And the students seem to like
us-we've sold almost 5000
copies this fall . The 'Primer' gives
a good indication of who the
good and bad teachers are."
Versions of the University of
Illinois'
"Course· Evaluation
Questionaire" are used at many
colleges, but for a different purpose than the University of California or Col umbia evaluations.
Alt hough t he q uestionnaire is
filled out by students, data
resu lts are released to instructors
only. If the professor consents,
the statistics will also be placed in
his permanent file for review by
the administration.

KCNJ Hotl ine Reaches
ut to Local Community

The Communication-Help Cente r's Comm unity Outreach Program is working with the New Jersey Division of Youth and Family
Services to provide foster care for several New Jersey children.
Currently, the Outreach Program is publicizing the need for this service in the local and colle ge community.
The program has also attracted several stude nt volunteers for its
successful Big Brother-Big Sister Program. Students are acting as big
brothers or big sisten to children who are awaiting foste r homes. This
coincides with the N.J. Division of Youth and Family Services' campaign to find at least 2,000 additional foster homes and 400 adoptive
homes.
Additional informiltion can be obtained b y calling Toff! O'Donnell
(pKtured above) at the Hotline office (289-2100).

Teachers Fired
(Continued from page/)
colleges were making more substantia l layoffs . Rutgers U niversity notified over 200 faculty
members that they will not be
retained next year aad Glassboro has sent pink slips to 105
personnel. William Paterson
College has already trimmed its
admissions for the 1976-77
school year.
Dean of Students Ben Parks at
Friday night's abbreviated
Student Council meeting announced that despite 16 of 61
Kean faculty up for revi~w were
denied tenure, the layoffs were
proportionate to past actions.
" We're not laying off more
people due to frozen staff vacancies and normal attrition."
A flyer was distributed Monday claiming that those 16 layoffs were mandated by the State,
meaning
Chancellor
Ralph
Dungan's
Higher Education
Department. However, the main
targets of concern were the six
professors denied tenure by
President Weiss, who had already been approved by Dr.
Dorr and school retention committees.

Students Rally Quickly
Banners and posters were
quickly hung in the College
Center to alert students. One of
them claimed, "we must join
together to vigorously protest
these cuts. We must show the
board that we will not tolerate
the Stclte's apparent lack of concern for our education."
At the TPA rally, State AFT
President Marco Lacatena urged
students to concentrate on
higher education funding .
" Don ' t make Dungan the issue,
we' ll go after his head, later."
Former Kean AFT President Will
Stern implored the student's
anger. " You have to get mad
now that they're dismantling the
higher education system that
took six years to build."
Kathleen Mittlesdorf, one of
the' six faculty denied tenure,
spoke about President Weiss'
snub of a hand written letter of

protest before the morning
Board session. The Fine Arts
teacher contended "if you
knock on the door (President's)
and don't get an answer; then
break the godamn door down!"
A resolution was passed to
appeal the layoffs at the afternoon Board session. The unusual
sight of 200 students and faculty
walking together to Downs
prompted a call to Campus
Police . At least four officers were
stationed around the Dining
Room during the public session
including Police Director, Martin Greenberg.

Defensive Support
Psychology Chairman Dr. Sol
Schwart z was the first spea ker in
defense of Henry Kaplowitz.
Strong applause greeted each
rhetorical question concerning
Kaplowitz's mastery of subject
matter and teaching effectiveness. A standing ovation from
those assembled responded to
Schwartz's defense.
" Kaplowitz's dedication to
students including a full teaching load, his service on the Arts &
Science committee and his
scholarly doctorate efforts make
him the kind of professor we
want at Kean _College." A file of
150 petition signatures was presented on his behalf by Psychology Professor Dr. Bonnie
Kind.
Dr. John Ramos of Education
Arts and Sciences defended Sunday Ajose. "He has been in the
thrust of our department's efforts ro provide more community services."
Grievance Committee Chairman Dave Jones urged retention
of all six because their appeal
right had been violated by
President Weiss.

Fiscal Gap
Trustee Chairman John Shurtleff's first · opportunity to clarify
the layoffs came in response to
Neil Lorber's plea to ignore the
economic surgery mandated by
the State. " The surgery is dictated by voter sentiment manifested in the State Senate's

refusal to pass an income tax."
AFT President Lacatena again
called on the academic community to oppose the Chancellor's austerity efforts. " Will we
let him dictate to the State colleges as eight factories or will we
go to Trenton and tell him to gee
the heck o ut of this State?"
Trustee Chairman 5h urtl e!f
reminded the AFT representatives that." a new set of problems" would be created if the
dismissals were delayed beyond
December 15. AFT President
Sitelman contended that the six
could be fired any time up to the
first day of the next school year.
Shurtleff would not publicly
state the dismissal reasons but
announced that written inquiries
from tne tenured candidates
would be promptly answered .
Later Student Organization
Treasurer, Ralph Splendorio,
defended President Weiss' efforts to limit the layoffs. He also
questioned the existing tenure
regulations that in some cases
protect incompetent teachers.
Splendorio is also known for his
strong opposition to a State income tax.
In stating his opposition to the
resolution, Trustee John Kean
questioned the rigid guidelines
used to judge tenure candidates. "Nothing is said about
the applicant in the process of
obtaining a terminal degree. No
one knows how to define
unusual circumstances which
may be substituted for the doctorate." The Board resolution inclu ded a clause that the case for
full budget funding would be
made to the State Legislature.
Vice President for Academic
Affairs , Dr. Lawrence Dorr, did
not expect the layoffs until last
week. "We have never received
a full formula budget. Without
increased reliance on part-time
adjunct faculty, more faculty
members would have been cut.
Although we have been very
carefui in allocating positions,
there is no way to give a sensible
education based enrollment."
While it is unclear what st_eps
will be taken to retain the six
faculty layoffs, without increased ·
revenues more layoffs are inevi table.

